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1a; 2B,c; 3a,B; 4B; 5a,B,c; 6a,c; 7B; 
8a,B,c; 9B,c; 10a,B,c

CHRISTMAS DINNER p. 8
1c, 2a, 3B

MATURITA LISTENING p. 10
1B, 2B, 3c, 4a, 5c, 6a

MIND BENDERS p. 11
Task 1: 1 boots, 2 coat, 3 gloves, 4 hat, 
5 hood, 6 jacket, 7 jumper, 8 scarf, 
9 skates, 10 skis, 11 socks, 12 umbrella
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Task 2: By icicle; 2 Ice to meet you; 
3 Water

SHAKESPEARE’S CORNER p. 11
meaning: c

GETTING INTO THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT 
pp. 12–13
The Endings: 1E, 2a, 3c, 4B, 5D
Which Story?: The Grinch Who 
Stole Christmas: 2, 10; A Christmas 
Carol: 3, 7; A Visit from St Nicholas: 
1, 6; The Little Match Girl: 4, 8; 
The Snowman: 5, 9

A WONDER OF THE MODERN 
WORLD pp. 14–15
Other Man-Made Landmarks in 
Canada: 1D, 2B, 3E, 4c, 5a
Abbreviations: 1 street, 2 Way, 
3 avenue, 4 Road, 5 apartment, 
6 south-West, 7 North-East, 8 British 
columbia, 9 Ontario, 10 Quebec

SONGS OF SNOW AND SUNSHINE 
p. 18
1dD, 2ec, 3cB, 4bE, 5aa

MAP OF THE BRITISH ISLES
Double-sided map of 
the British Isles: one side 
includes photos and is 
intended for maturita 
practice, another side 
includes illustrations and is 
targeted at younger learners.
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MATURITA 
CARD

TEACHERS’ FILE
(printed and online)

JANUÁR–FEbRUÁR 2017
prichádzame s maturitným 
špeciálom, v ktorom na 
vás čakajú kompletné 
maturitné testy 
v úrovniach B1 a B2. 
K tomu všetkému na vás 
ako bonus čaká skúška 
cambridge English First, 
ktorá je na úrovni B2. takže 
veľa možností otestovať 
svoje znalosti anglického 
jazyka priamo k maturite. 
Good luck!  
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Use, reading, writing
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CoNtENtS & iNFo Dear Readers,
I hope you all had joyful Christmas holidays and you 

can look back at the previous year as successful.
Continuing one of our January traditions, you will 

fi nd this bonus issue fi lled with 
Maturita sample tests and an FCE 
test, which give you tools to better 
prepare for both Maturita exams 
and Cambridge exams. And when 
you’re ready for a break from these 
demanding exercises, you can 
read about Slovakia in history and 
remember some of the important 
moments of our country, 
or relax with an article 
about the Beatles and 
their music.

Good luck with your 
tests and we’ll keep our 
fi ngers crossed* for you! 

Zuzana Kačerovská 
gürtlerová 
and the bridge team

* Did you know that 
English speakers cross 
their fi rst two fi ngers 
for good luck instead of 
holding their thumbs?

INFORMÁCIE K MATURITE
Riadny termín externej časti a písomnej formy internej 
časti maturitnej skúšky v školskom roku 2016/2017 
sa uskutoční v dňoch 14.–17. marca 2017. skúška 
z anglického jazyka sa bude konať 15. 3. 2017. 
Držíme vám palce!

Ofi ciálne stránky: www.nucem.sk/sk/maturita

Exam Essentials: cambridge First (FcE) practice tests (2015 Edition) 
has been revised by cambridge English language assessment. 

National Geographic learning | cengage learning is one of the fi rst companies 
to publish a complete set of tests for the revised FcE exam. 

Bridge publishing House has a special offer for you: In January 2016, you can purchase 
a set of these practice tests, fully revised for the 2015 exam – at a 50 % discount in 
our e-shop www.bridgebooks.cz.

50 % discoUnt on eXaM essentials: 
caMBridGe First (Fce) Practice tests (2015 edition).

36

45

38
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You are ready 
for the B1 Maturita 

test if you…

are able to guess 
the meaning of 
unfamiliar words based 
on context

can understand short 
simple monologues or 
dialogues about everyday 
life, such as instructions, 
descriptions, notices, etc.

are able to understand 
a simple story or radio 
report 

can get the information 
you need from 
advertisements, charts, 
notices, etc.

are able to use appropriate 
reading strategies  
(see tips below)

understand the main 
idea of a text 

can find specific, 
detailed information in 
a simple text

SOME USEFUL TIPS

We’ll keep our fingers crossed for you 
in March 2017!

REadIng
•	Underline the key words

•	Look for synonyms (e.g. big = large); 
the words in the questions will likely 
not be the same as those in the text 

LangUagE In USE
•	Keep fixed expressions in mind 

(e.g. make a mistake, give advice)

•	Decide which type of word 
(e.g. noun, adjective, verb) is needed 
for each gap 

LISTEnIng
•	You don’t have to understand 

every word, but try to understand 
the main point

•	Always use the second listening to 
check that you are correct

WRITIng
•	Think about the person you are 

writing to. Which style would be 
better: formal or informal?

•	Don’t waste too much time counting 
the words
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PART 1 7 points 

ChoColate: My love and Pass ion — a Personal story 
You will hear the story of mike longman, the founder of a chocolate company. For statements 01–07, 
choose the correct answer: A, B, C or D. there is only one correct answer for each question. You now have two 
minutes to read the questions.

listening

1 Before Mike started working in the bakery, he    .      
(A) studied to be a chef
(B) was managing a hotel
(C) did a lot of different jobs in the kitchen
(D) spent a long time searching for a job

2 While making cakes and desserts, Mike    . 
(A) had to buy chocolate from local shops
(B) started experimenting with cocoa beans
(C) discovered that most chocolate tastes the same
(D) preferred to use ready-made ingredients

3 Mike had the most trouble with    .
(A) packaging material
(B) his equipment
(C) purchasing cocoa beans
(D) his customers

4 The farmers who work with Mike    .
(A) are treated fairly
(B) produce standard-quality beans
(C) know how important their work is
(D) are highly respected by all buyers

5 Mike uses    to transport cocoa beans.
(A) sailing boats
(B) trains
(C) aeroplanes
(D) lorries

6 Mike’s prefered chocolate is    .
(A) milk chocolate
(B) 75% dark chocolate
(C) 100% dark chocolate
(D) chocolate experiments

7 Mike favourite food other than chocolate is    .
(A) beef steaks
(B) Beijing duck
(C) roast chicken
(D) pork belly
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PART 2 6 points 

an interview with an author of Children’s Book 
You will hear an interview with Grant R philips, who has published several bestsellers for children. 
While listening, decide if statements 08–13 are (A) true, (B) false or (C) not stated in the recording. 
You will now have two minutes to read the tasks.

8 Grant loved books from his earliest days attending school.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

9 Grant’s first short story was published in a school magazine.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

10 Grant follows the same routine when he writes a new book.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

11 Apart from children’s books, the writer is a successful author of mystery books.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

12 After one of his books is published, Grant feels happy and relaxed.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

13 Grant does his writing early in the morning at weekends.

(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

BRIDGE – matuRIta spEcIal 2017
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PART 3 7 points 

how to sleeP Better 
You will hear a radio programme in which a doctor gives young people advice on how to get better sleep. 
this advice is summarized below in sentences 14–20, which are in the wrong order. 
as you listen, indicate the order in which you hear the information by writing the numbers 1–6 in the space next 
to the sentence that represents that information. 
there is one extra piece of advice that is not mentioned. 
put an X next to the sentence that represents the extra piece of advice. 
You will now have two minutes to read the sentences.

 NUMBER

14 think about foods that can help your body sleep. 

15 Don’t use your bed as a workplace. 

16 avoid drinks that increase your energy. 

17 make necessary improvements to your bedroom. 

18 add a relaxing bedtime routine to your daily schedule. 

19 Get up for a while if you’re having trouble falling asleep. 

20 try to make your bedroom darker. 
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language in use

00 A) than B) then C) when D) after

21 A) enough B) most C) too D) real

22 A) go B) going to C) going D) to going

23 A) after B) for C) forward D) up to

24 A) but B) because C) which D) or

25 A) wearing B) taking C) dressing D) putting

26 A) scare B) to scare C) scaring D) scared

27 A) quickly B) fast C) rapid D) speedy

28 A) whose B) which C) what D) who

29 A) exception B) explanation C) examination D) exploration

30 A) If B) When C) How D) then

On that day, everything seemed normal. Mr Richards 

left for work. His wife sent the children to school and 

(00)
  
went upstairs  

to her bedroom. She was  (21)   excited 

to do any housework that morning because in the evening 

she planned to go to a fancy dress party with her husband. 

They both really loved  (22)   to parties. 

Mrs Richards intended to dress up as a ghost. She searched 

all around the room looking  (23)   her 

new costume. She could not wait to try it on. The costume 

was made from just a bed sheet,  (24)  

she thought it looked great. After  

(25)   it on, Mrs Richards went downstairs. 

She needed to find out if the costume was comfortable to wear.

Just as Mrs Richards was entering the dining room, someone 

knocked at the front door. She knew that it had to be 

the baker. “Come in,” she called out of habit. He usually 

came straight in and left the bread on the kitchen table. But 

then she remembered what she was wearing. “What should 

I do now?” she thought. “I can’t  (26)  

the poor man to death.” So she  

(27)   hid in the small storeroom under 

the stairs. 

She heard the front door open and heavy footsteps in 

the hall. Suddenly, the door of the storeroom opened and 

a man entered. It was the man from the electric company 

(28)   had come to read the meter placed 

in the storeroom. Mrs Richardson tried to save the situation 

by saying, “It’s only me”, but her  (29)  

came too late. The man jumped back and shouted for help. 

(30)
 
 Mrs Richards started walking 

towards him, he turned and ran away.

PART 1 10 points 

i t's only Me
For questions 21–30, read the text below and fill in the gaps with the correct answer (A–D). 
there is only one correct answer. 
look at question (00) for an example.

Example: (00) – B
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PART 2 10 points 

a foreign first lady
In the following text, fill in gaps 31–40 with one word. use only words which have some grammatical function.

Example: (00) – the

Before January 2017, Louisa Johnson Adams was 

(00)   only First Lady born 

outside the United States. She was born in London  

(31)   February 12, 1775. Her father was 

a prosperous businessman and the Johnsons spent the years 

of the American Revolution in France. Louisa attended 

a convent school and learned to speak French. 

After the war, her family returned to Britain. The city of 

London was  (32)   Louisa married John 

Quincy Adams in 1797. John was a young diplomat. His parents, 

John and Abigail Adams, lived in Washington at the time as 

his father served his term as the second US President. They 

stayed in the White House  (33)
  
1801, 

when his presidential term finished.

Louisa was sensitive and impulsive, while her husband 

desired more traditional behaviour. He expected his wife 

to obey him without asking  (34)   

questions. They quarreled over everything; from  

(35)
 
 she wore to how to educate 

children. John did not think that Louisa was strict  

(36)   , while she considered his 

behaviour towards the children too authoritarian.

When the couple moved to Massachusetts in 1801, 

Louisa felt quite unwelcome. Abigail Adams, Louisa’s 

mother‑in‑law, was especially critical of her, which is why 

Louisa liked Washington DC more  (37)   

Massachusetts. But before she could get used to her new life 

there, President James Madison appointed her husband to be 

the ambassador to Russia.

The years in Russia were miserable. The weather was 

brutally cold and the family  (38)   

have much money. In 1812, when Napoleon was marching 

towards Moscow, Louisa had  (39)   

leave the city immediately.  

She  (40)   almost killed by Napoleon’s 

soldiers but she managed to convince them she was 

American.

Years later, Louisa found a way to return to Washington DC. 

In 1824, she helped John Quincy Adams win the presidential 

race against Andrew Jackson.
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PART 1 7 points 

going on an exChange PrograMMe
Read the article about a student exchange programme. 
Fill in gaps 41–47 with the correct sentence A–J. 
there are three extra sentences which will not be used.

reading

Everything started when my friend Kyle went on an exchange 

programme to Hong Kong in China.  (41)   Nothing 

changed much; I was stressed about school, spent time with 

my friends,  enjoyed volunteering and lived at home with 

my family. 

But sometimes I still thought about him.  (42)   

I tried to imagine the answer. He was in a new place, where 

he didn‘t know anyone, and was attending an entirely 

different school. I pictured him surrounded by Chinese 

people, all looking at him. I thought about how diffi cult 

it must be when you can hardly understand the language 

that everyone around you is speaking.  (43)
 
 For 

a 17‑year old boy, it must be a nightmare.

I also started thinking about the places that I had seen in 

fi lms and studied in history; maybe there was more to them 

than what I knew. When I got a letter from Kyle, I realized 

how much more there was to life. I immediately decided 

that I was going to try going abroad as well.  (44)   

I never even considered the fact I might not be able to go. 

I signed up for an exchange programme the next day. 

I told my parents afterwards, and they initially thought I was 

crazy. They seemed shocked. But then they saw the potential 

that this programme could offer.  (45)  

I started thinking about which country I should choose. 

I wanted to improve my  English, because it’s a language that 

could open an entire world of opportunities.  (46)    

The more I thought about it, the more sure I became about 

the location. That feeling was very similar to the one I’d had 

about joining the exchange programme in the fi rst place. 

Finally, I started the selection process for the exchange 

programme.  (47)
 
 I passed all of them. 

Believe me, if you really want something, you should 

do everything possible to get it. You never know where life 

might take you. 

(A) I was so sure that I was doing the right thing.

(B) I fi lled out tonnes of forms, and had to take entrance exams.

(C) Kyle was a very reliable person.

(D) after his departure, I continued living an ordinary life.

(E) after that, my dad seemed even more sure that I had to do it than I was. 

(F) unfortunately, my parents didn’t want to let me go.

(G) It wouldn’t be easy for a grown man. 

(H) “What would it feel like to be all alone?“ I asked myself.

(I) He was worried that I wouldn’t be successful.

(J) I decided that the united states would be the right choice for me.
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PART 2 6 points 

a dog story
Read the following story about life with dogs. 
Decide, whether statements 48–53 are true (A) or false (B) 
For each statement you should also write the letter (a–e) of the paragraph that supports your decision.

48 The author walked all the way home after adopting his new dog Mike. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

49 the lady disliked the smell of her dog. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

50 The author likes his colleagues as much as he likes dogs. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

51 The author slept in one bed with his first dog. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

52 The author says that he has never been afraid of getting fleas. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

53 It took several years  before the author’s father could get him a second dog. 
(A) true (B) false 
Which of the paragraphs (a)–(e) supports your answer?

(a) A colleague at Lenipe University once warned me, 
“If you lie down with dogs, you will get up with fleas.” 
He meant it metaphorically, but I chose to take him 
literally and replied, “I have been lying down with dogs 
all my life. I can think of no better company, my dear 
colleague, not even yours,. All through my life, one dog 
or another has been my companion and trusted friend.”

(b) There is a picture of me celebrating my first birthday. 
I am sitting in a high chair, and my father is holding 
my first dog, called Buster. He slept in my room in 
a box under my bed. A few years later, Buster had to go 
because the new landlord would not let us keep him. 
My father promised me that as soon as we had a house 
of our own, he would get me another dog.

(c) That moment arrived within a couple of months, 
when we moved into a house in a quiet New Jersey 
suburb, and my father did as he had said. He and 
I walked a mile to the bus stop. We took the bus to 
Montclair and soon found ourselves in a small room 

with a middle‑aged woman and a small Beagle‑Cocker 
Spaniel mix. The dog was about two years old and 
its name was Mike. The woman wanted to get rid of 
him because he“smelt like a dog”. My dad asked me if 
I wanted him, and I said yes. 

(d) After that  my father put Mike and me in a taxi and sent 
us home together. It was a little frightening for both 
of us. Mike had never been away from the only home 
he ever knew, and I had never been in a taxi by myself 
before. So I put my arms around him, and he pressed 
his muzzle against my cheek; together we were two 
brave best friends. 

(e) That night, and every night for the next decade, Mike 
and I shared the same bed. He hid under the covers 
with me and kept my childhood fears away. The dragon 
outside my window and the space aliens in my 
wardrobe were no longer scary with Mike by my side. 
And quite frankly, I have never worried about fleas. 
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PART 3 7 points 

the faCe on a ten-dollar Bill
Read the following article about alexander Hamilton. 
In sentences 54–60, fill in one or two words, which you will find in the text. 
the statements are not in the same order as in the text. 

Alexander Hamilton’s birth date has 
always been questioned, but it is usually 
listed as January 11th 1755 or 1757. He 
was born in the British West Indies in 
the Carribbean, and his parents died when 
he was quite young. Hamilton's education 
while he was still in the British West Indies 
was cut short. He began working for 
a trading company in the Virgin Islands 
sometime between the ages of eleven and 
thirteen. 

Alexander’s abilities and talents were 
recognized by the wealthy owner of 
the company. In 1772, he decided to 
finance Alexander’s dream of leaving the Virgin Islands 
and studying in the American colonies. Alexander enrolled 
in King's College in New York City which is now known as 
Columbia University. He was very intelligent and did well in 
most subjects without much instruction from the teachers. 
What’s more, he had big dreams and hoped to become both 
successful and famous one day.

Then the American Revolution started. The thirteen British 
colonies in North America were fighting for their freedom. 
This offered Hamilton the opportunity to use his intelligence. 

In 1777, he joined the army that was 
fighting for American independence and 
worked as a secretary to the commanding 
general, George Washington. Although 
he played no role in important military 
decisions, Hamilton’s position was one 
of great responsibility. He wrote many 
of Washington's important letters and 
prepared several reports in which he 
showed how to reorganize the army.

In September of 1789, Hamilton was 
named the first secretary of the treasury, 
putting him in charge of the nation’s 
money. This was very important because 

the new US government needed to figure out how to repay 
the money that it had borrowed during the revolution. 
Hamilton wrote many reports on the American economy, and 
many of his suggestions became law. With his help, the new 
country prospered.

Hamilton retired from office in January 1795. He returned to 
his law practice to make money and support his family. His 
interest in public affairs continued, however, and he acted as 
an adviser to President Washington for many years to come. 
Hamilton remained active in politics until his death in 1804.

54 teachers didn’t help Hamilton much as he was able to study without their 

  . (1 word)

55 In his    , Hamilton wrote about the reorganization of the army. 

(1 word) 

56 Young alexander got money for his studies from a     man. (1 word)

57 after he retired from government, Hamilton continued working as Washington’s  

  . (1 word) 

58 When the american Revolution started, Hamilton got the    

to show his skills and abilities. (1 word)

59 the government had to    money to pay for the american 

Revolution. (1 word)

60 the school that Hamilton attended was known as   

 at that time. (2 words) 
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ToPic televi s ion - the Media PeoPle Can’t l i ve 
without

writing

slovak television has started broadcasting a new documentary series that you really find interesting. 
Write a letter to your English friend (160–180 words) in which you describe it.

use the following points:

•	 Your opinion on television documentaries in general

•	 Information about this new documentary series

•	 the episode that you liked the best and why

•	 ask your friend about his/her television programme preferences
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SOME USEFUL TIPS

You are ready 
for the B2 Maturita 

test if you…

can find specific and detailed 
information in a variety of 
difficult texts

are able to distinguish both basic 
and implied information in a text 
with a clear and logical structure

understand longer, more complex 
monologues and dialogues that use both 
informative and artistic language and 
colloquial speech

understand detailed information, opinions 
and difficult expressions

can the assess attitudes, opinions and 
moods of speakers

are able to read factual descriptive texts 
such as operating instructions or brochures

can deduce, analyze, and generalize 
the views and opinions of authors 

are able to understand the contents 
of a simple authentic text

We’ll keep our fingers crossed for you 
in March 2017!

REadIng
•	Always scan the text first to identify 

the main idea of the paragraph

•	The question and the text will never 
contain the same words; look for 
similar meanings 

LangUagE In USE
•	All words and phrases must be 

grammatically correct and make sense

•	Be aware of prefixes and suffixes 
(e.g. inexpensive, careless)

LISTEnIng
•	Do not concentrate on single words, 

but on the overall meaning

•	Remember that verbs and adjectives 
are always important 

WRITIng
•	Make a few notes to organise your 

ideas clearly

•	Don’t forget to write in paragraphs 
and use the correct punctuation
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PART 1 7 points 

Chr i s van allsBurg
You will hear the story of chris Van allsburg – the author and illustrator of children’s books including The Polar 
Express and Jumanji. For the following statements 01–07, choose the correct answer A, B, C or D. 
there is always only one correct answer. You now have two minutes to read the tasks.

listening

01 The man at the university office told Chris that    .
(A) studying forestry would involve planting trees in michigan
(B) private art lessons counted towards getting into the art college
(C) a&D students were required to take art in high school
(D) model making was on the list of subjects offered

02 At the art college, Chris had to overcome problems with his inability to    .
(A) draw pictures
(B) understand the materials
(C) work with his fellow students
(D) imagine things in three dimensions

03 Chris’s art dealer    .
(A) sold all of his sculptures
(B) knew that he had been drawing
(C) started selling his drawings
(D) showed his drawings to a curator

04 When the museum curator received Chris’s drawings he    .
(A) rejected chris’s works because of his age
(B) organized an exhibition displaying all of chris’s art
(C) included chris’s drawings in a group exhibition
(D) had his doubts about the quality of the drawings

05 After Chris began drawing more often,    .
(A) he asked his wife to help him promote his art
(B) he refused a contract to illustrate a book for children
(C) his wife showed the drawings to a single publishing house
(D) one publishing house offered to print a book of chri’s drawings

06 Chris’s first book, The Garden of Abdul Gasazi,    .
(A) was sold at a very low price
(B) was well planned ahead of time
(C) was reviewed by many local media outlets
(D) was awarded a special prize

07 The     of the book inspired correspondence between Chris and his readers.
(A) beginning
(B) language
(C) emotions
(D) ending
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PART 2 6 points 

Mystery shoPPing – an easy way to earn extra Cash?
You will hear a radio interview about mystery shopping. 
For questions 08–13, decide if the statements are (A) true, (B) false or (C) not stated in the recording. 
You will now have two minutes to read the statements.

08 According to Sheila, mystery shoppers have many different duties when they are hired by a company.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

09 Sheila has a specific prgram for hospitals to evaluate how patient-friendly they are.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

10 A mystery shopper must be able to communicate about the slightest details at stores or restaurants.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

11 Mystery shoppers get a full refund on everything they buy while performing the task, and they can keep 
the items.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

12 After the mystery shoppers finish their assignments, they have up to two days to hand in the reports on 
their experiences.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated

13 People who take part in Sheila’s training become full-time mystery shoppers.
(A) true (B) false (C) not stated
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My PerfeCt sunday
You will hear a radio programme in which people describe how they spend their sunday mornings. 
the various ways are summarized below in sentences 14–20, which are in the wrong order. 
as you listen, indicate the order in which you hear the information by writing the numbers 1–6 in the space next 
to the sentence that represents that information. 
there is one extra statement that is not mentioned. 
put an X next to the sentence that represents the extra piece of information. 
You will now have two minutes to read the sentences.

 NUMBER

14 I love visiting designer shops and shopping centres on sundays. 

15 I am influenced by the weather when planning my sunday. 

16 I want to try something completely different for the first time this sunday. 

17 I used to get into trouble because of my sunday habits. 

18 I like to have coffee before any activity if I decide to get out of bed at all. 

19 I behave in exactly the same way that my mother used to behave. 

20 I spend sunday mornings with a group of friends doing scientific work. 

B2 maturita / didaktický test 17
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PART 1 20 points 

don't turn on the l ight
For the questions 21–40, read the text below and fill in the gaps with the correct answer (A–D). there is only 
one correct answer. look at question (00) for an example. 

Example: (00) – B

language in use 

Kate decided to  (00)   the study room on the bottom 

floor of the dormitory as soon as she realised that she would  

(21)   stay up all night  (22)   to prepare for 

her final exam. Her roommate, Jenna, liked to get to bed 

early, so Kate packed up everything she needed and went 

downstairs to review  (23)   more materials. It was 

2.00am, when she  

 (24)   that she’d left one of her textbooks upstairs 

on her bed. With a dramatic sigh, she stood up and slowly 

began to climb the stairs to her third‑floor dorm room.

(25)
 
 the lights in the long hallway were dim, she 

couldn’t see very well, and the old boards creaked under her 

weary feet. She arrived at her room and opened the door as 

(26)
 
 as she could, opening it just  (27)  

to slip inside so that the hall lights wouldn’t wake her 

roommate.

There was a strange, dark feeling in the room. Kate crept 

along the wall until she  (28)   her bed, identified 

her history textbook, picked it up and tiptoed out of 

the room. In the silence, she could hear a  (29)   

“drip‑drip‑drip” sound. She sighed. Someone would have to 

come  (30)
 
 the sink in the bathroom, again.

Relieved to be out of the room, she hurried back downstairs, 

and studied  (31)
 
 6.00am. She finally decided that 

enough was enough. If she  (32)
 
 upstairs now, she 

could get a couple hours of sleep before her exam at 9.00am. 

The first of the sun’s  (33)
 
 were beaming through 

the window as she slowly pushed the door open, hoping not 

to awaken Jenna.

Suddenly Kate’s eyes  (34)   the scene in her dorm 

room.  

Jenna  (35)   on her bed against the far wall, her 

throat cut from ear to ear, blood dripping from the saturated 

blanket with a “drip‑drip” noise that sounded  (36)
 
 

a leaky faucet.

And on the wall above her roommate’s bed, written in 

Jenna’s blood, were the words: “Aren’t you glad you didn’t 

turn on the light?”

That's when Kate fainted.

When she  (37)   , she was sitting in the study room, 

her head on her textbook. The faucet was still dripping its 

“drip‑drip” sound, and her wristwatch read 8.00am. She’d 

had such  (38)   horribly vivid dream and now 

she would have to hurry  (39)   her exam. She only 

had half an hour to get ready because John had promised to  

(40)
 
 her up at half past eight, and he was not one 

to wait.
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00 A) stay B) occupy C) live D) remain

21 A) must B) has to C) have to D) ought to

22 A) for B) in order C) so D) because

23 A) any B) some C) few D) little

24 A) realised B) revised C) reminded D) recommended

25 A) Because of B) However C) although D) as

26 A) soft B) softy C) soften D) softly

27 A) so B) such C) enough D) like

28 A) achieved B) managed C) gained D) reached

29 A) steady B) eerie C) torn D) remain

30 A) have fixed B) to fix C) fixing D) fixed

31 A) by B) for C) within D) until

32 A) has slipped B) had slipped C) would slip D) slipped

33 A) rays B) belts C) radiation D) lightning

34 A) took notice B) registered C) fell D) joined

35 A) has been lying B) has lain C) had lain D) was lying

36 A) as B) like C) so D) how

37 A) comes to B) wakes up C) woke up D) set up

38 A) --- B) an C) a D) the

39 A) not missing B) not miss C) not to miss D) to miss

40 A) elevate B) lift C) pick D) raise
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PART 2 10 points 

getting older
Read the following article about getting older. 
For questions 41–50, use the word given in capitals at the end of the line to complete the article. 
there is one example (00) at the beginning of the text.

Example: (00) – disagreeable

Some people say that getting older can be rather difficult and  disagreeable(00)   . But the aging 

process has both pros and cons. One advantage is that you become wiser and more stable. You 

know who your true friends are, and you are able to accept their faults and understand them. You 

hopefully won’t have many  (41)   problems. It’s a great feeling when you have  

(42)   paid off your mortgage and debts and don’t have to worry about them anymore.

However, there are downsides to every situation. Older people often have more  

health problems and may need  (43)   with basic tasks. They may have   

(44)  expectations, such as living in an old house with many stairs despite needing 

knee surgery, or driving with poor vision. Lots of elderly people resist  (45)
 
 

because they are afraid of losing a sense of purpose in life  

and they don't want to be seen as  (46)   . Finding a hobby or something that they 

enjoy doing can help older people avoid becoming depressed or lonely, 

Older people should be more  (47)   and looked up to in our society.  

The attitude that elderly people are less competent can be  (48)   because it ignores 

years of knowledge and experience. However, some older people have been known to take advantage 

of their age to escape from  (49)   situations. The simple phrase, “I don’t feel 

well” can be far more acceptable coming from a pensioner than a student. 

In the end, everyone has to deal with growing old. The “golden years” can be a very 

(50)
 
 and satisfactory period of life. With good health and a strong will, older people 

can travel, live active lives, and have the time to do the things they only dreamed of when they were young.

00 AGREE

41 FINANCE

42 FINAL 

43 ASSIST

44 RATIONAL

45 RETIRE 

46 USE 

47 RESPECT

48 HURT 

49 PLEASE 

 

50 PEACE
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PART 3 10 points 

Plate teCtoniCs
Read the text below and fill in gaps 51–60 with one word. 
use only words which have some grammatical function.

Example: (00) – it

The first breathtaking pictures of Earth taken from 

space showed  (00)   as a solid ball 

covered in blue‑green oceans and land masses of various 

shapes. We had never seen the Earth from that distance 

(51)   . It appeared as though the Earth 

had always looked that way and always would. However, 

scientists now know that the Earth's surface is not as 

permanent  (52)   we once thought.

Only since the 1960s  (53)   scientists 

really begun to understand that planet Earth is like 

a giant living machine. This conclusion is based  

(54)   the work of scientists who study 

the movement of continents in a science called plate 

tectonics.

The modern story of plate tectonics begins  

(55)   the German scientist Alfred 

Wegener. In the early 20th century, Wegener argued that 

the continents had moved and  (56)   still 

moving. He observed that the coastlines of South America 

and Africa seemed like two pieces of a puzzle. He proposed 

that the two continents might have once been one, and 

then split apart. In his view, these two continents were not 

the only potential puzzle pieces. He found mountains and 

fossils to be strong evidence that  (57)   

the land on Earth was connected at some time. He also 

said that  (58)   the Earth's water were 

removed, we would be able to see the sharp division between 

the continents and the ocean floor.   

Wegener was not the first to wonder about the shapes of 

continents. About 500 years ago, explorers considered 

the subject while drawing the first maps of the Americas. 

But what the explorers did not do, and Wegener did, was 

to investigate  (59)
  
idea that continents 

may move.

Wegener’s idea did not receive much support  

(60)   American scientists used new 

instruments to study the ocean floor in the early 1950s. This 

research helped to prove the theory of continental movement.
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(A) but it's clear that it was valued from the start 

(B) which soon made it famous all over the world

(C) but the process itself still takes quite a long time

(D) which meant a bitter beverage cooked from cacao beans 

(E) that the humble cacao bean is still a powerful economic force 

(F) but once it was mixed with honey or sugar, it quickly became popular

(G) while mistaking a spanish explorer for a reincarnated god 

(H) that it was included in soldiers' rations and used instead of wages 

(I) while the word chocolate refers to anything made from the beans 

(J) while they have expanded their chocolate lines by purchasing smaller producers

PART 1 7 points 

a Br ief hi story of ChoColate 
Read the following text. 
For questions 61–67, decide which of the sentences (A–J) best fits into the numbered gaps in the article. 
there are three extra sentences which do not fit into any of the gaps.

reading

For about 90 percent of chocolate's long history, it was 

a beverage prepared strictly without the use of sugar. 

Etymologists have traced the origin of the word chocolate to 

the Aztec word “xocoatl”,  (61)   . The industry 

terminology can be a little more confusing because most 

experts these days use the term cacao for both the plant and 

its beans before they are processed,  (62)   .

Many historians have estimated that chocolate has been 

around for about 2,000 years, but recent research suggests 

that it may be even older. It's hard to say exactly when 

chocolate was invented,  (63)   . Cacao beans 

were considered valuable enough to be used as currency 

For several centuries in Latin America. Both the Mayans and 

Aztecs also believed the cacao bean had magical, or even 

divine, properties.

One legend says that the Aztec king Montezuma, 

(64)   , welcomed the conqueror with a banquet 

at which they drank bitter chocolate. The drink didn't suit 

most foreigners’ taste buds at first, and the man didn’t think 

much of it,  (65)   .

In 19th‑century America, chocolate was regarded so highly 

(66)   . While most of us probably wouldn’t 

settle for a chocolate pay cheque these days, statistics show 

(67)   . Chocolate manufacturing in the United 

States is a multi‑billion dollar industry, and the average 

American eats at least half a pound (roughly 0.23 kilograms) 

of the stuff per month.
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PART 2 6 points 

the hi story of the teddy Bear 
Read the following story about teddy bears and decide whether statements 68–73 are true (A) or false (B). 
For each statement, you should also write the letter (a – e) of the paragraph that supports your answer.

(a) Teddy bears are loved by children all over the world, but 
the teddy bear is an American original. Its story begins 
with a trip taken by President Theodore Roosevelt. He 
decided that he needed a vacation after working hard 
to successfully resolve a strike by a group of miners. 
Roosevelt accepted an invitation from Governor Longino 
of Mississippi to visit the South for a hunting trip.

(b) Longino was the fi rst Mississippi governor elected after 
the Civil War who hadn’t fought in the southern army, 
and who had nothing against African Americans. His 
opponent in the upcoming election, James Vardaman, 
had a strong military background. He disliked the black 
community and said that he was willing to lynch 
every former slave in the state to maintain white 
power. Logino wanted to break the growing wave of 
hatred, and hoped that a visit from a popular president 
might help.  

(c) Roosevelt and Longino needed a guide because hunting 
for bears in the swamps was dangerous. Longino chose 
a former slave named Holt Collier, who knew the land 
well and who had hunted more than 3,000 bears in his 
lifetime. “The president was safer with me than with all 
the policemen in Washington,” Collier later said.

(d) One day, Collier’s dogs had chased an old, fat, 
235‑pound black bear to a watering hole. Collier 
wanted to save the chance to shoot the bear for 
the president, so he decided to let his dogs keep 
the bear there. Cornered by the barking dogs, the bear 
swiped at several of them with its paws, then crushed 
one to death. Seeing that his dogs were in danger, 
Collier had to intervene, so he tied the bear to a nearby 
tree and waited for Roosevelt. When the president saw 
the bear tied to a tree, he refused to shoot it, believing 
that such a kill would be unsportsmanlike. 

(e) News of Roosevelt’s compassionate gesture soon 
spread throughout the country. On Monday morning, 
November 17th 1902, cartoonist Clifford K. Berryman’s 
sketch appeared in the pages of the Washington Post 
newspaper. The cartoon was titled “Drawing the Line 
in Mississippi”. It was believed to show both Roosevelt’s 
sportsman's code of ethics and his criticism of lynchings in 
the South. On that same day, a shopkeeper formed a piece 
of plush velvet into the shape of a bear, sewed on some 
eyes, and displayed it with the words “Teddy’s bear” in 
his shop window. And because so many people wanted 
to buy the toy bear, the shopkeeper started producing 
these cute stuffed animals, called “teddy bears”.

68 Governor Longino of Mississippi hated black people.
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

69 While waiting for the president, the dogs managed to keep the bear in one place. 
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

70 The Washington Post published an advertisement about the president’s sportsmanlike behaviour.
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

71 President Roosevelt travelled to the state of Mississippi after solving a confl ict in the mines.
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

72 The Mississippi governor expected negative feelings to decrease after the presidential visit.
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

73 Longino’s guide was an inexperienced bear hunter.
(A) true (B) false
Which of the paragraphs (a) – (e) supports your answer?

The Mississippi governor expected negative feelings to decrease after the presidential visit.
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PART 3 7 points 

Mary seaCole — a Pioneer ing nurse overCoMes 
raCial PrejudiCe 
Read the text about mary seacole, one of the first mixed-race nurses. 
In sentences 74–80, fill in one or two words, which you will find in the text. 
the statements are not in the same order as in the text. 

Mary Jane Seacole was born in 
Kingston, Jamaica in 1805. Her father 
was a Scottish soldier and her mother 
was Jamaican. Mary learned her 
nursing skills from her mother, who 
started a boarding house for invalid 
soldiers. Although her family was 
technically “free”, being of mixed race 
meant that Mary had few civil rights – 
she could not vote, study, or become 
a lawyer or doctor. Today, we would 
consider this clear discrimination. 

Seacole was an eager traveller, and 
before her marriage in 1836, she visited 
other Caribbean islands, including 
Cuba, Haiti and the Bahamas, as 
well as Britain and parts of Central 
America. On these trips she combined 
her knowledge of traditional island 
medicine with European medical ideas.

In 1854, Seacole travelled to England 
again. She approached the War Office, 
asking to be sent as an army nurse 
to the Crimean War in Russia, where 
there were poor medical facilities for 
wounded soldiers. She was refused. 
But the courageous Seacole funded 

her own trip to Crimea, where she 
established the British Hotel near 
Balaclava to provide a mess hall and 
comfortable quarters for sick and 
convalescent officers. She also visited 
the battlefields, sometimes under fire, to 
nurse the wounded, and became known 

as “Mother Seacole”. Her reputation 
rivalled that of Florence Nightingale.

After the war she returned to England 
completely impoverished. The press 
highlighted her situation and in July 1857, 
a festival was organised to raise money 
for her, attracting thousands of people. 
Seacole died on May 14th 1881, aged 76, 
and was buried in London. In her will, 
she left money to her relatives as well as 
to a charity for the orphans of soldiers.

For decades after her death, Seacole’s 
story was largely overlooked, but over 
the past fifteen years her reputation 
and heroic deeds have undergone 
a remarkable rehabilitation. British 
schoolchildren are now taught about 
her achievements, and for many, 
Seacole is seen as a kind of secular 
saint. Numerous schools, hospitals and 
universities have rooms and buildings 
named after her. She will soon receive 
her greatest tribute yet: a bronze 
statue almost two‑and‑a‑half metres 
tall is to be erected to her memory on 
the grounds of St Thomas’ Hospital, 
facing the Houses of Parliament.

74 the War Office didn’t accept seacole’s application to be sent to the     War. (1 word)

75 mary seacole was extremely    to see the world and visited many foreign 

countries. (1 word)

76 Despite an official refusal, seacole    her journey to the war zone herself. (1 word)

77 seacole received medical training in a hotel that her mother opened for    soldiers. 

(1 word)

78 Being a person of a mixed race meant a lack of     
 
 and limited 

possibilities to study. (2 words)

79 seacole used her    of medical procedures from both European doctors and 

the caribbean. (1 word)

80 these days, British schoolchildren often learn about seacole’s  
 
 (1 word).
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ToPic televi s ion

writing

the European union studies association (Eusa) is organizing an essay writing competition for the best 
argumentative essay (200–220 words) entitled “television - useful media?”. 
You have decided to take part in the contest. 

Your essay should include the following points:

•	 some basic information about television

•	 Negative factors connected with watching television

•	 positive factors connected with watching television

•	 conclusion - giving your personal opinion
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REadIng and USE OF EngLISh

Extract from: ‘Exam Essentials: Cambridge First (FCE) Practice Tests (2015 Edition)’  
© Helen Chilton; Helen Tiliouine 2015, Published by National Geographic Learning | Cengage Learning.  
Used with Permission. All Rights Reserved. 

Do too many cooks spoil the broth? Maybe not…
What does it take to (0) ____ the world’s top chef? What 
do you have to cook to make your customers wait months and 
even years for a reservation? Well, renowned gastronomical 
genius Ferran Adriá knows the answer. About two million 
people every year would try to (1) ____ a table at his 
restaurant elBulli. But only 8,000 (2) ____ in getting one. For 
Ferran Adriá the key was (3) ____ with a highly‑trained team 
of chefs – and a big one at that! ElBulli, located on the north 
coast of Spain, only used to open for six months a year, and 
there were just fiftytwo seats available. Adriá and his team 
of forty cooks created many groundbreaking dishes. Each 
meal (4) ____ about fifty dishes and cost about 300 euros per 

person! ElBulli closed in 2011, but there are plans to reopen 
as a non‑profit creativity centre.

Most of the staff that worked at elBulli were trainee 
chefs who worked fourteen hours a day for no (5) ____ . 
Even so, thousands of young cooks (6) ____ each year and 
the thirty‑two lucky ones to be selected flew to Spain from 
all over the world. They had to be physically (7) ____ to work 
the long hours, but also mentally strong to remember what 
they had to do. Some of the young chefs weren’t able to finish 
their apprenticeship, but those who did must feel proud 
about having worked at possibly the best restaurant of all 
(8) ____ .

1 a order B book C purchase d keep

2 a managed B achieved C won d succeeded

3 a working B leading C employing d getting

4 a added B held C counted d included

5 a pay B profit C donation d proceeds

6 a asked for B demanded C applied d submitted

7 a unhealthy B athletic C fit d trained

8 a occasion B era C period d time

For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap.  
there is an example at the beginning (0).

Example:

0 a get B become C turn d have

0 A B C D

PART 1
Questions 1–8

SOME USEFUL TIPS
•	 You will not lose marks for an incorrect answer, so a guess is 

always better than leaving an answer blank
•	 Do not write more than one answer; they will not be counted.
•	 Do not complicate your answer with irrelevant information.
•	 all recordings will be played twice.
•	 You are not allowed to use any dictionaries or books during 

the exam.

•	 You need to score at least 160 points out of 190 to 
pass the exam.

•	 contractions (e.g. didn´t) count as two words (did not).
•	 You will take the speaking test with a partner, usually 

another student.
•	 Don’t include addresses in the writing section, they 

will be ignored.
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No longer extinct
Sometimes animals that (0) _______ once thought to be 
extinct are ‘rediscovered’. Such is the case with the Miller’s 
grizzled langur, a type of monkey (9) _______ lives in 
the jungles of Indonesia. Scientists travel to these jungles 
every year (10) _______ study and photograph animals, and 
this year, a photograph containing a Miller’s grizzled langur 
caught them (11) _______ surprise.

The scientists had planned (12) _______ capturing 
photographs of other animals, such as leopards. The monkey, 
believed extinct, was an animal the scientists hadn’t seen before, 

so they didn’t know what they were looking at. Images of 
the langur appeared several times in the scientists’ photos, but it 
was diffi cult to determine what kind of monkey was in the photo 
because no photographs of the monkey existed. Eventually, 
scientists had to rely (13) _______ museum sketches.

Until that moment, scientists thought the monkey 
(14) _______ become extinct years before. A land survey in 
2005 found no evidence (15) _______ the monkey’s existence. 
Scientists will now attempt to fi nd (16) _______ exactly how 
many monkeys there are.

For questions 9–16, read the text below and think of 
the word which best fi ts each gap. use only one word in 
each gap. there is an example at the beginning (0).

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

Example: 0 w e r e

PART 2
Questions 9–16

Help in old age
Would people be (0) _________________________ if you said you wanted to spend CONCERN

time in a developing country, working as a volunteer? If so, you could

point out that you were not alone. Many teenagers today feel the need

to do (17) _________________________ work to help the people around them. VOLUNTEER

If you’re (18) _________________________ in volunteering in your town, then why not INTEREST

contact one of the local charities for older people, such as our charity Help in Old Age?

The (19) _________________________ don’t always have relatives to take care of OLD

them and our charity can put you in touch with someone in your

(20) _________________________ who needs some support to live the life they NEIGHBOUR

want and stay active.

Thousands of people throughout the country already volunteer,

and without them, charities such as ours (21) _________________________ SIMPLE

wouldn’t exist.

If you are as (22) _________________________ about caring for the people in your PASSION

community as we are, then contact Help in Old Age, and we’ll send you

(23) _________________________ information about opportunities in your area. DETAIL

Let’s make a (24) _________________________ together; there are people who need us! DIFFER

PART 3
Questions 17–24

For questions 17–24, read the text below. use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines 
to form a word that fi ts the gap in the same line. there is an example at the beginning (0).

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

Example: 0 C o n C e r n e d

were

concerned
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25 learning a musical instrument isn’t as useful as learning a foreign language. 
MORE 
learning a foreign language _____________________________________ learning a musical instrument.

26 ‘Why didn’t I take more photos while I was travelling around India?’ said tom. 
HAD 
tom wishes _____________________________________ more photos while he was travelling around India.

27 Jenny said that it didn’t matter to her where we ate. 
MIND 
Jenny said that _____________________________________ where we ate.

28 ‘Did you understand the end of the film?’ Rosie asked mark. 
IF 
Rosie asked mark _____________________________________ the end of the film.

29 marilyn prefers going camping to staying in hotels. 
RATHER 
marilyn _____________________________________ camping than stay in a hotel.

30 although I started work at this company ten years ago, I still enjoy it. 
BEEN 
I _____________________________________ at this company for ten years, but I still enjoy it.

PART 4
Questions 25–30 

For questions 25–30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five 
words, including the word given. Here is an example (0).

Example:
0 there’s no need for you to bring any DVDs as I have plenty. 

HAVE 
You ____________ bring any DVDs as I have plenty.

the gap can be filled by the words ‘don’t have to’, so you write:

Example: 0 don’t have to
Write only the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

T
IP

S Remember that for this part you must write between two and five 
words including the key word, which mustn’t be changed in any way. 
If you write more than five words as your answer, you lose marks. 
the second sentence must always convey a similar meaning to 
the first. You might have to change direct into reported speech as 
in questions 26 and 28, or find an alternative phrase for a particular 
function as in question 27 (saying something is not important) and 
question 29 (expressing preference).

Question 25: Is the answer going to be in a negative or positive 
form? What word follows more?

Question 27: Don’t use exactly the same wording as the lead-in 
sentence (it didn’t matter), just replacing one word with the key 
word. the correct answer here is NOt it didn’t mind.

Question 30: this looks so easy, but students often get questions 
like this wrong because of carelessness. You know that only three 
words can go before been – have, has and had and that was been 
is ungrammatical. the subject of the sentence is I and the speaker is 
still working at the company, so what’s the answer?
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PART 5 
Questions 31–36

You are going to read an article about hidden camera shows on television. 
For questions 31–36, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fi ts best according to the text.

Hidden camera shows
Ashley Tisdale, the High School Musical actress 
and singer, is invited to a children’s ward in 
a hospital to visit the patients. She suspects 
nothing. Why should she? It’s the kind of 
thing celebrities are asked to do all the time.

In one of the beds is Jonathan, a youngster 
in a coma following a skateboarding accident. 
Jonathan’s mum explains to Ashley that 
Jonathan is a huge fan of hers and asks her 
to sing something for her poor son. She 
then slips out of the room. Ashley starts 
singing and – who would have believed 
it? – Jonathan begins to respond, smiling at 
Ashley and whispering ‘Hi!’. No one witnesses 
this apart from the astonished star. Ashley rushes to fi nd 
the mother and the doctor, who are equally speechless 
when they hear what’s happened. But once they get back to 
the bed, Jonathan is still very much in a coma.

Ashley and Jonathan are then left alone one more time. 
Again he ‘wakes up’. He confesses to her that he’s only 
pretending to be in a coma because he doesn’t want to go to 
school, and begs her not to tell anyone.

When Jonathan’s mum and the doctor come back with 
some nurses, they ask Ashley to sing once more. Maybe 
she can wake him again. Ashley, now feeling extremely 
uncomfortable, agrees. Eventually, Jonathan starts to stir, 
lifts his head, looks at Ashley and says the now infamous 
words: ‘You got Punk’d!’ Ashley is, of course, one of the many 
victims of the MTV show Punk’d, which ran from 2003 to 
2007. And Punk’d is just one of the many hidden camera 
shows that have entertained us since the dawn of television.

Humans have always enjoyed playing tricks on other 
people – and watching other people get tricked. It seems to be 

a fundamental part of human nature. From 
magicians and illusionists to April Fools’ 
Day and playground pranks, the ‘trick’, 
in whichever form it takes, appeals to 
our sense of humour. And television was 
the perfect medium to take it to a whole 
new level.

The fi rst hidden camera show was 
the hugely successful Candid Camera, 
which was fi rst aired in the US in 1948. 
British, Australian and Canadian versions 
followed, and the show continued in 
various forms well into the early 2000s. 
Other similar shows have included Scare 

Tactics, Just for Laughs, Gags and Beadle’s About. Whether 
the aim of the trick is to shock, scare, surprise or embarrass 
the victim, and whether the victim is a celebrity or an 
ordinary member of the public, the basic premise is always 
the same: the victim is put in a situation which they believe 
is real, but which in fact has been created by the producers of 
the show and won’t go the way the victim supposes it will – 
ideally with hilarious results for the viewer.

Sometimes, of course, things go wrong. In one episode of 
Punk’d, wrestler Bill Goldberg was supposed to see a truck 
run over his motorbike (the producers had made an exact 
replica). However, the truck driver missed the bike. When 
the bike blew up for no apparent reason, Goldberg realised 
he was being tricked. And all victims – whether celebrities or 
not – have to give permission after the stunt for the footage 
to be shown. Sometimes they refuse, which can be costly in 
terms of time and money for the producers. Most, thankfully, 
do see the funny side and are happy for us to laugh at their 
misfortune. 

31 In the fi rst paragraph, the question ‘Why should she?’ 
is used to show that the writer
a isn’t sure if ashley is suspicious or not.

B thinks it makes sense that ashley isn’t suspicious.

C believes that ashley should be suspicious.

d wants to know what ashley should be suspicious of.

32 Jonathan tells Ashley a secret
a the fi rst time he wakes up in front of her.

B after he opens his eyes for the second time.

C while she is singing one of her songs to him.

d just after some nurses have been in the room.

33 What does the writer say in the fi fth paragraph?
a Humour has changed a lot over the years.

B more tricks are played today than in the past.

C It’s quite normal to want to play tricks on people.

d television has totally changed the idea of the ‘trick’.

34 According to the writer, what do different hidden 
camera shows have in common?
a Viewers always fi nd their tricks extremely funny.

B the victims always react in the same way.

C the victims are always the same kind of people.

d the tricks are all based on the same general concept.

35 What does ‘Most’ refer to in line 64?
a victims

B celebrities

C producers

d viewers

36 Which statement sums up the writer’s general 
attitude towards hidden camera shows?
a although they’re popular, they sometimes do damage.

B they create victims, which is not acceptable.

C they are all the same, which is a bad thing.

d they’re popular and they’re good fun.

Ashley 
Tisdale

l ine 64
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PART 6
Questions 37–42

You are going to read an article about a modern type of performance art. six sentences have been 
removed from the article. choose from the sentences A–G the one which fits each gap (37–42). there 
is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

Outside, it’s a cold winter’s day. Inside a large, urban 

shopping centre, teenagers are hanging around, mothers 

are pushing prams, and pensioners are window shopping. In 

short, it’s a typical British scene on a typical British day.

But then, without warning, a pop song starts to play 

loudly over the tannoy. One of the teenage boys walks lazily 

to the centre of the concourse, and springs into action – 

dancing crazily to the music.
 

37
 Within the space 

of a few seconds, more than sixty people are dancing to 

the music – all in time and all in step. Onlookers are initially 

baffled, then start smiling and clapping. Many of them film 

the event with their mobile phones or video recorders. They 

now know what they’re witnessing: a flash mob.

According to the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia, both 

the concept and the term ‘flash mob’ were created by Bill 

Wasik, an editor at Harper’s Magazine, in 2003. 38
  

Since then, hundreds – possibly thousands – of flash mobs 

have been carried out around the world, in almost every kind 

of public space imaginable: on high streets and beaches, in 

shopping centres, shops, train stations, airports, university 

campuses, school assembly halls, lecture theatres – even 

prisons! Each flash mob has its own unique style and 

properties, but most flash mobs follow a similar formula. 

Often, the organisers appeal for willing participants using social 

media such as Facebook or Twitter. Initial instructions and 

dance routines are given via email or video download. There 

are usually several rehearsals before the big day. 39
 

While it’s happening, a few lucky passers‑by witness it 

live. The vast majority of people who watch it, however, will 

see it later online. Some of the most popular flash mobs on 

YouTube have been watched more than 10 million times 

(just put ‘flash mob’ into the search bar on YouTube to find 

some examples). Some interesting variants on the traditional 

formula have been tried over the years. 40
  

Organised by the group Improv Everywhere, this event 

differed from standard flash mobs in that much of it was 

completely silent – and there were no rehearsals.

Participants were divided into two groups based on their 

birthdays. Each group downloaded instructions on what to 

wear (white shorts for one group, black shirts for the other 

group), what to bring (an MP3 player or smartphone 

with headphones, a camera with a flash, a glow stick, etc) 

a starting location and an MP3 file. 41
  The result 

was a spectacular show. Type ‘The MP3 Experiment Eight’ 

into the search bar on YouTube to see it for yourself.

Several companies, such as T‑Mobile, recognising 

the popularity and appeal of flash mobs, have jumped on 

the bandwagon and produced advertisements based on 

the flash mob concept. 42
  You can judge for yourself 

how successful you think they’ve been by putting ‘The T‑Mobile 

Dance’ or ‘The T‑Mobile Welcome Back’ into YouTube.

One thing’s for sure: flash mobs provide the participants, 

onlookers and online viewers with a huge amount of 

enjoyment and pleasure. For this reason alone, they’re 

a modern, popular art form that should be celebrated.

FlASh mobS!

a these aren’t in the final location, of course, and then 
the event takes place.

B although some people have criticised them for using 
what is essentially a non-profit art form for commercial 
purposes, the adverts have generally been well received, 
managing to retain the spirit, warmth and innocence of 
the original concept.

C some of them had rehearsed for hours, others for only 
a few minutes.

d at a specified time, they all pressed play and followed 
the instructions through their headphones.

E Within a year, the phrase had entered the concise 
Oxford English Dictionary.

F a famous example is mp3 Experiment Eight, a flash mob 
that took place in New York city in July 2011 with over 
3,500 participants.

g He’s joined by two of his friends, then some of 
the mothers pushing prams, then some of the pensioners.
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I’ve always been interested in politics, 
because it runs in my family. My grandfather 
worked in the town hall for years and he 

was even elected mayor once. I remember the stories he used 
to tell me about famous politicians he had met. But when 
I told him last year that I was running for school president, 
he advised me not to. He was worried that I’d be too busy to 
focus on schoolwork, and in a way he was right. I’ve already 
had to retake some exams this term because I’ve been 
attending so many meetings. But it’s worth it. I really enjoy 
making important decisions such as what books we should 
use, what school rules need changing and what school trips 
to take. My teachers and the other students say I’m doing 
a really good job. So, who knows? I might become the mayor 
of our town one day!

My parents were surprised when I told 
them that I wanted to register for 
a course on politics. I remember watching 

documentaries about the amazing political leader, Mahatma 
Gandhi, and wanting to be like him. This is my fi rst year at 
the Netagiri (leadership) school. We only have lessons on 
Saturdays, and I have to cycle for two hours to get there, but 
I don’t mind. Most of my friends think I’m crazy. My brother 
can’t see why I pay to spend my free time in a classroom. 
I tell them that the fee is only 50 rupees and that studying 
politics is as important as studying maths. It’s true that some 
of the lessons are not that interesting, but Mr Ranjan, our 
teacher, has just started teaching us about social psychology 
and economics. I didn’t know that they’d be so fascinating! 
I miss playing football on Saturday mornings now, but there’s 
no other place I’d rather be than in class.

When I was younger, I hadn’t even heard 
of important political fi gures like Winston 
Churchill and Margaret Thatcher. I was only 

interested in playing rugby at the weekends and going out on my 
bike after school during the week. It all started when Mr Lloyd, 
our new history teacher, came to our school. I was an ignorant 
fourteen‑year‑old then and, thanks to Mr Lloyd’s classes, 
I learnt a lot about the Second World War and the political 
scene in Europe and the US at the time. I’m now eighteen and 
I’ve just been elected a member of our local council! I’m quite 
well‑known now because I’m one of the youngest politicians 
in the country. My parents are really proud, and my sister has 
a collection of newspaper articles about me. It’s hard work 
studying at university, as well as doing council work, but I’m 
determined not to let my family and my voters down.

No one in my family expected me to 
be so interested in politics. My father 
liked watching chat shows on television 

about politics and famous politicians, but that was about 
it. My teachers at school were not very inspiring either, so 
it was reading Nelson Mandela’s autobiography that got 
me started. My friends insist that I should get involved with 
the school council, but I don’t want that responsibility. I’m 
happy just having my blog. I can upload my thoughts on 
local and national issues whenever I have time. I normally 
write one post every Saturday and I usually get about twenty 
comments in the fi rst week. The topics can be anything from 
sports competitions at school, problems in our town, new 
laws or international issues. I probably won’t have as much 
time for my blog when I start uni, but I’ll try to write for it at 
least once a month. 

PART 7 
Questions 43–52

You are going to read a newspaper article about teenagers and politics. For questions 43–52, 
choose from the people (A–D). the people may be chosen more than once.

Which person
was originally interested in politics because of something they read? 43

has been very successful in politics outside of school? 44

looked up to a famous political fi gure? 45

was inspired to get involved in politics by a teacher? 46

prefers not to have to make important decisions about their school? 47

likes having responsibilities at school? 48

was discouraged from becoming politically active? 49

didn’t expect to enjoy studying certain subjects? 50

won’t have as much time for politics in the future? 51

doesn’t mind not doing as much sport as they used to? 52

Power to the (young) people!

a Elena, 
Greece

ELENA

JESSICA

C Dave, 
UK

D Jessica, 
USA

b Arjit, 
India

there are many young people out there who feel it’s their responsibility to 
participate in politics. they choose to have a say in how things work at school 

and in their community. Budding politicians from different countries and 
backgrounds have told us their stories. Here’s what four of them said.

A

DAVE

C

ARJIT

B D
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PART 1 You must answer this question. Write your answer in 140–190 words in an appropriate style.

PART 2 Write an answer to one of the questions 2–5 in this part. Write your answer in 140–190 words in an 
appropriate style.

WRITIng

1 In your English class you have been talking about the environment. Now your English 
teacher has asked you to write an essay for homework.

Write your essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view.

‘Most teenagers don’t do enough to help the environment.’ 
Do you agree?

2 You have seen this announcement in a new English-language magazine for teenagers.

Write your story.

Write your letter.

3 You have received the following letter from your English-speaking friend.

4 You see this announcement in an international English-language magazine for young people.

5 Question 5 always consists of a question on the set text.  
Only answer question 5 if you have studied the set text.  
Here is an example of the kind of question you might be asked:

Your English class has had a discussion about different scenes in the book.  
Now your English teacher has asked you to write an essay about the scene that 
surprised you most.  
You should describe the scene and explain why it was surprising.

notes
Write about:
1 volunteering

2 recycling

3 .................... (your own idea)

stories wanted
We are looking for stories for our new English-language magazine for teenagers. 
Your story must begin with this sentence:

Maria unlocked her front door and was shocked to see that somebody had been 
in her house.

Your story must include:

• a detective

• a crime

We’re looking for articles about unusual collections. Have you, or any of 
your friends, ever collected anything unusual? Tell us about it – describe 
the collection and explain why it’s so unusual. The best articles will be 
published in next month’s issue.

Write your article.

Write your essay.

our teacher has asked us to write about how people spend special 
or traditional days in different countries. what preparations do 
you have to do on the days running up to the special day? Could 
you describe a typical special or traditional day in your country?
thanks very much!
love, Carl
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PART 1 
Questions 1–8

You will hear people talking in eight different situations. 
For questions 1–8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

LISTEnIng

1 You hear a football coach talking to his players before the start of the new season.
Why is he talking to them?
a to explain what went wrong the previous season

B to express his gratitude that he is part of the team

C to give them instructions for their next match

2 You overhear a conversation about a young woman called Beth.
Where did she recently go on holiday?
a cuba

B spain

C paris

3 You overhear a conversation at a hairdresser’s.
How much is the woman going to spend?
a twenty pounds

B thirty-fi ve pounds

C fi fty-fi ve pounds

4 You hear an announcement at a supermarket.
What is it about?
a a new chocolate product

B a three-for-one offer that has just started

C three new yoghurt fl avours

5 You hear part of an interview with an actor who won an Oscar.
Why does he feel lucky?
a because he has won a very important award

B because he has worked with people he respects

C because he is famous after only two fi lms

6 You overhear a conversation between two sisters about a pair of trousers.
Where is the pair of trousers?
a under lizzie’s coat

B in maggie’s cupboard

C in the washing machine

7 You hear a presenter opening a music show.
What new information does he give?
a that the rock concert will start in ten minutes

B that the pop singer will perform his new songs

C that the artists’ albums will be on sale

8 You hear part of an interview with a young motorcyclist.
When will he be able to race again?
a in two months

B in three months

C in fi ve months
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PART 2 
Questions 9–18

You will hear a young inventor called sophie Williams talking about a competition.  
For questions 9–18, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.

PART 3 
Questions 19–23

You will hear five people talking about natural disasters. For questions 19–23, choose from the list 
(A–H) which statement goes with each speaker’s story. use the letters only once. there are three extra 
letters which you do not need to use.

SOPHIE WILLIAMS: INVENTOR
The competition that Sophie won is held every  9  

The mouse that Sophie invented produces a little  10   when it’s used.

The  11   of the mouse isn’t unusual when it’s set on the ‘off’ mode.

Sophie had some  12   during the initial design stages.

The mouse sometimes didn’t work when she connected it to her  13

Sophie’s  14   suggested the solution to the problem.

During the award ceremony, Sophie felt very  15

Journalists and important  16   attended the ceremony.

When Sophie heard she was the winner, she was taken  17

Her next invention will be used on a(n)  18

a they didn’t need transport to escape the danger.

B a boat came to rescue them.

C they usually escape by car.

d they left their home when they shouldn’t have.

E luckily their home was not damaged.

F they are more frightened of natural disasters than ever.

g a family member rescued them.

h they were advised to leave but didn’t.

speaker 1 19

speaker 2 20

speaker 3 21

speaker 4 22

speaker 5 23

T
IP

S Before you hear part 2, you’ll have 45 seconds to look 
through the ten questions. use this time to think about 
the likely answer – is it a period of time, a person, a place, 
a feeling, etc? Remember you mustn’t write more than three 
words. the information you have to fill in is in the order that 
you hear it and you write exactly what you hear – you don’t 
need to change any words or paraphrase anything.

For part 3, use the 30 seconds you have before you hear 
the first speaker to read through the questions so you know 
what you’re listening for. as you listen to each speaker, try 
and decide which of the eight statements is a paraphrase 
of something you hear that speaker say. Don’t make a final 
decision until you’ve heard a speaker twice. Remember that 
no statement is true for more than one speaker.
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PART 4 
Questions 24–30

You will hear a radio interview with Dave Oliver, who is the organiser of medieval Norwich, a festival 
held every year in Norwich. For questions 24–30, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

24 What does Dave think has had the biggest impact on the increase in popularity of the festival in Norwich?
a other festivals in the area

B social networking sites

C the festival’s website

25 When did Dave fi rst get the idea to start a medieval festival?
a when he was a student at school

B when he was studying at university

C when he was working in a library

26 Why was it diffi cult to organise the festival in the beginning?
a because it was diffi cult to fi nd the right location

B because it wasn’t easy to get funding

C because it was hard to fi nd performers

27 According to Dave, what’s the most popular part of the festival?
a the food market and the stalls with crafts

B the fancy dress competition

C the ancient fi ght

28 Which of Dave’s responsibilities is the most diffi cult?
a helping fi nd children

B giving directions

C telling people where to camp

29 What activity in Medieval Norwich does Dave personally enjoy?
a making his own wooden sword

B dancing in the medieval dance workshop

C taking part in the medieval theatre performance

30 What advice does Dave give to people who might go to Medieval Norwich next year?
a Bring a blanket if you’re planning to camp there.

B Bring equipment to eat with.

C Bring warm clothes in case of bad weather.

T
IP

S Before you hear the speakers in part 4, you’ll have one minute 
to look through the questions. You can use this time to 
underline the key words in the questions and options. this 
will help you focus as you listen. For example, for question 25 
you are listening not for when Dave fi rst went to or became 
interested in medieval festivals, but for when he fi rst got 
the idea to start one. 

Remember that the questions follow the order of 
the information you hear in the recording. 

When you listen the fi rst time, you can lightly underline 
the answer you think is correct and cross out any option 
you’re fairly sure is not the right answer. If you can rule out 
one of the options, you can listen the second time to decide 
between the two remaining options or to confi rm the option 
you underlined. 

always circle an answer for every question on the question 
paper, even if you’re just guessing – it will help you avoid 
making mistakes when you are transferring your answers to 
the answer sheet at the end.
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JaNuarY HoliDaYS
ThE Man 
WITh a dREaM

a SCOTTISh ICOn
Burns night is not a well-known celebration around the world, but it 
is very special to Scotland and Scottish people. 

This is a night to remember and 
celebrate the most famous Scottish 
poet, Robert Burns. He lived in 
the 18th century and is seen as 
the national poet of Scotland. 

The tradition of Burns Night started 
a few years after he died. It is now 
celebrated every year on his birthday, 
January 25th. On this night, people 
eat traditional Scottish food and read 
Burns’ poems. 

The traditional Burns Supper is 
haggis• with turnips• and potatoes 
(“neeps and tatties” if you are Scottish) 
and whisky•. Before everyone begins 
eating, a poem written by Robert 
Burns called “The Selkirk Grace” is 
read aloud to give thanks for the food. 
Following the dinner are the Burns 
Supper Toasts1. First, a guest gives 

the Immortal Memory Toast; this is 
a speech to honour Robert Burns. Next 
is the Toast to the Lassies, which is 
a speech to compliment2 the women, 
who usually cook the meal.

For the rest of the night, guests 
read other Robert Burns poems, 
and the evening ends with everyone 
holding hands and singing “Auld Lang 
Syne”, his most famous work and 
a song that people also sing on New 
Year’s Eve.

Although reading poetry and giving 
toasts sounds quite old‑fashioned, 
Burns Night is celebrated by Scottish 
people of all ages. People in Scotland 
are very proud of their history and 
culture, and Robert Burns is still seen 
as an icon today.
Karen Cryer (UK)

Martin Luther King, Jr. was a Baptist 
minister*, but he is most famous 
for his work towards civil rights* 
in america. 

He believed in nonviolent* protests and 
political movements, fi ghting for the rights 
of black Americans, who at the time were 
legally discriminated against*. In 1963, he 
gave a speech called “I Have a Dream”, which 
is still remembered and respected today. 
In it, he described his dream for America, 
where children and adults of every color and 
religion would live together as equals, and 
also reminded his followers3 to fi ght for their 
rights peacefully, without violence or hate. 

Unfortunately, King had many enemies, 
and in April 1968 he was shot and killed. 
Since then, many of his dreams have come 
true, and black and white people have equal 
legal rights, though there are still many 
problems with racism in the US. It has been 
a state holiday across the US since 1986. It 
is always on the third Monday of January, 
which is near his birthday of January 15th.
Megan Leboeuf (USA)

Haggis is a scottish dish that consists of 
sheep’s organs cut up with onions and 
spices and cooked inside a sheep’s stomach

Turnip is a white root vegetable. It can be 
cooked, mashed and eaten with haggis.

Scottish whisky is spelt without an “e” as 
opposed to Irish or american whiskey. 

culture Points

FROM AROUND THE WORLD

36 B1–B2 wHat’s UP 
Výchova k mysleniu 
v európskych a globálnych 
súvislostiach
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CELEBRaTIng 
aUSTRaLIa
You’ll never guess what australia’s national day is 
called: australia day! It is on the 26th of January 
and marks the date when British ships arrived to 
colonise australia in 1788.

It’s a public holiday, so people enjoy the day off work. 
There are also lots of events that anyone can attend. These 
include music festivals, sports competitions and fi reworks 
displays. People show their love of Australia by decorating 
their houses and cars in green and gold, Australia’s national 
colours. They also carry Australian fl ags and put temporary 
fl ag tattoos on their bodies. This is the day that the Australian 
of the Year is announced, and many immigrants choose 
Australia Day to have their citizenship ceremony*.

Not everyone is happy about Australia Day, though. Some 
say it celebrates the day the Aboriginal people* were invaded. 
There are often protests, and some people have suggested 
changing the date to something everyone can celebrate.
Jackie Fox (NZ)

haPPY nEW YEaR – 
XĪnnIÁn KUÀILÈ!
In China and other countries, Chinese populations will 
celebrate new Year’s day on January 28th, 2017.

Chinese New Year changes each year because the Chinese calendar 
is based on lunar cycles – the phases of the moon. Nearly one‑fi fth 
of the world’s population celebrates it.

The festivities (= celebrations), which are called the Spring 
Festival, continue for fi fteen days and end with a festival of 
lanterns4. The celebration is rich with (= full of) tradition. It 
includes spending time with family, remembering ancestors5 
and giving gifts of red envelopes fi lled with money. To prepare for 
a lucky 2017, many people begin with rituals. Some call old friends. 
Some make up6 with anyone they had a fi ght7 with. Most people 
buy new clothes to welcome the new year. 

The Chinese calendar also follows its own zodiac8 which is based 
on animals. 2017 is The Year of the Rooster9.
Peppur Chambers (USA)

“We begin preparing for Chinese New Year the night before – no one’s 
allowed to sweep10 or clean the house or get rid of anything because it’s 
said that you’re sweeping away all your good luck and fortune. The next 
day there are lion dances, fi recrackers* and lots of food, and all the kids 
and younger family members get 
little red envelopes fi lled with 
money. You receive one from 
someone older than you (brother, 
parents, grandparents) until you 
get married – and then it’s your 
turn to give a little envelope to 
the younger ones.”
Siti Jamil, malaysia (living in prague)

Vocabulary
1 toast  [t@Ust] – prípitok
2 to compliment  ["kQmplIment] – 

zložiť poklonu
3 followers  ["fQl@U@z] – nasledovníci
4 lantern  ["l&nt@n] – lucerna, lampáš
5 ancestors  ["&nsest@z] – predkovia
6 to make up – pomeriť sa, udobriť sa 
7 to have a fi ght – pohádať sa
8 zodiac  ["z@UdI&k] – zverokruh
9 rooster  ["ru;st@] – kohút

10 to sweep  [swi;p] – zametať

glossary*
minister – a religious leader in some 

christian churches
civil rights – basic human right to 

equality no matter your race, religion, 
sexuality, etc.

nonviolent – peaceful, without hurting 
anyone or breaking anything

to discriminate against – to treat 
someone differently in a negative 
way, i.e. forcing black people to sit at 
the back of a bus

fi recrackers – small fi reworks that 
make a loud noise

citizenship ceremony – when a person 
becomes a citizen (= an offi cial 
member) of another country

Aboriginal people – original inhabitants 
of australia, people who lived there 
before the Europeans arrived

brE x AmE
colour (BrE) x color (AmE)
non-violent (BrE) x nonviolent (AmE)
bank holiday (BrE) x state holiday (AmE)
argument (BrE) x fi ght (AmE)
children (BrE) x kids (AmE) 
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38 B2 slovakia 
Výchova k mysleniu 
v európskych a globálnych 
súvislostiach

P art of a Neanderthal 
man’s skull was found in 
the village of Gánovce, 

and a small female statue of 
Venus made from mammoth 
bone was found in the village 
of Moravany nad Váhom. These 
archaeological artifacts show 
that the first people to live in 
the Slovak territory were there 
in the Stone Age. The present 
day territory was established 
(=started) by the Celts, who 
were followed by Germanic 
tribes and the Romans. 

Over the next few centuries 
the Slovak population grew, and 
by the seventh century the first 
political formation of Slavs 
was established. Two hundred 
years later, the Great Moravian 
Empire was formed and Central 
Slovakia became wealthy 
(=rich). Gothic cathedrals 
and fortifications1 were built 
in towns made rich from gold, 
silver and copper mining2. 
These were golden days, but it 
was the calm before the storm*.

In the tenth century, Magyars 
(ancestors of the Hungarians) 
invaded3 and conquered4 
the Slavs. They stayed in 
control for the next 1,100 years 
and made Slovakia part of 
the multinational Hungarian 
Kingdom until the 20th century.

The World Wars
The start of the First World War 
in 1914 was a major moment in 
Slovak history. Allied powers 
helped to break the Habsburg 
monarchy and create an 
independent Czecho‑Slovakian 
state. The Czecho‑Slovak 
National Committee in Prague 
proclaimed5 the existence of 
Czechoslovakia on October 28th 

1918, 
which 
ended 
hundreds 
of years of 

connection to the kingdom 
of Hungary. That same year, 
Czechoslovakia was added to 
the map of Europe. 

Supported by Nazi 
Germany, Slovakia took 
part6 in the Second World 
War to a lesser extent than 
other countries and claimed 
its independence on March 
14th 1939. Most people were 
satisfied with their living 
conditions, but by the end 
of 1943 there were many 
resistance groups7.  On 
August 29th 1944, the Slovak 
National Uprising took place 
after German troops invaded 
Slovakia. The Germans were 
implementing the Nazi Final 
Solution* plan by deporting 
Slovak Jews to mass death 

camps in Germany and 
occupied Poland. 

Unfortunately, the Slovak 
National Uprising was not 
successful. German troops didn’t 
leave the area until April 4th 
1945, when most of the Slovak 
territory in Bohemia and 
Moravia was taken back from 
the Germans.

Communism 
and a Restored 
Czechoslovakia 
(1946–1989)
After the communists took 
over Czechoslovakia, they 
used terror, imprisonment8 
and labor camps9 to control 
the people, and soon the state 
controlled everything. All 
non‑communist political parties, 
interest groups and unions were 
disbanded. It would be almost 
25 years before the people 

would have another taste 
of freedom.

In 1968, the Slovak Alexander 
Dubček was elected leader of 
Czechoslovakia and began to 
make major political and social 
changes. He wanted to put 
a friendly face on socialism and 
helped to lift restrictions10, 
allowing people to travel 
and hold public meetings. 

One of the youngest European countries, 
the Slovak Republic, was born on January 
1st 1993. Although it is less than 25 years 
old, the story of the Slovak people and 
culture goes back about 4,000 years.  

Why is it important to 
remember the past?

should slovakia stay in the Eu?

What do you like / dislike about 
slovak culture (sports stars, 
food, traditions, etc.)?

What changes do you expect to 
happen in slovakia in the next 
ten years?

Discuss

CELEbRATINg 
Slovakia

Chairman of NATO’s Military 
Committee visits Slovakia.

Alexander Dubček brought 
promises of change.

Milan Rastislav Štefánik, one of 
Slovakia’s founding fathers

Venus of 
the Moravany Franz Joseph I 

of Austria

Gustav Husák and Leonid Brežnev 
had a good relationship.
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Censorship11 largely came to 
an end and there was even some 
religious freedom. On October 
27th 1968, a Czech‑Slovak 
Federation was created. 

But the Communist Party was 
not happy with the changes, and 
on the night of August 20th–21st 
1968, known as the Prague 

Spring, an army of five Warsaw 
Pact• countries entered 
Czechoslovakia. All attempts to 
reform socialism in a democratic 
way were stopped with violence, 
and tanks were sent to end 
the movement. Czechoslovakia 
went back to the Soviet style 
of government, and Alexander 
Dubček was replaced in April 
1969 by Gustáv Husák.

The Velvet Revolution 
In 1989, the Soviet era ended 
with the Velvet Revolution, so 

called because it was peaceful 
and bloodless. 

In November 1989, students 
from Bratislava organized 
a demonstration. Students from 
Prague joined the protest and 
on November 27th a two‑hour 
general strike across the country 
and massive demonstrations 
changed everything.

The people called for the end 
of the one‑party government, 
demanded12 free elections and 
the resignation of Husák. After 
breaking the state monopoly 
on property, the citizens’ got 
the houses, businesses, real 
estate and shops back that 
had been taken from them 
by the state in 1948. And 
the borders were opened.

Czechoslovakia became 
a free democratic state, and 
dissident13 playwright Václav 
Havel was elected president of 
the republic. 

A Democratic Slovakia 
After the Velvet Revolution came 
the Velvet Divorce. In July 1992, 
the Slovak National Council 
adopted the “Declaration on 
Slovak Sovereignty”, and on 
September 1st that same year 
the Slovak constitution was 
adopted. In 1993 the Czech and 
Slovak Republics went their 
separate ways. Slovakia was 
finally an independent state. 
In 2004, the country became 
a member of both the European 
Union and NATO. 

The Slovaks had to work 
hard to create their own country 
and preserve their culture. It is 
a nation of beautiful countryside, 
historical landmarks and strong, 
adaptable people. Their long and 
difficult history has not slowed 
them down, and they continue 
to move forward into a future 
still waiting to be written.
Lennie bellew (US)

16th-18th centuries
Habsburg monarchy in control 

7th century
first political formation of 

Slavs

9th century
formation of the Great 

Moravian Empire

10th century
Hungary invades 

13th century
Tartars invade

1866–1914
national oppression

1914–1918
First World War 

October 28th 1918
the existence of 

Czechoslovakia proclaimed

February 29th 1920
Czechoslovakian constitution 

approved

1918-1939
 era between the great wars

march 14th 1939
Slovakia declares 

independence, calling itself 
the Slovak Republic

1939–1945
Second World War

august 29th 1944 
Slovak National Uprising

april 4th 1945
German troops leave 

Slovak territory

1946–1989
Communist control of 

Czechoslovakia

august 20th-21st 1968
Prague Spring

November 1989
Velvet Revolution 

January 1st 1993
The democratic Slovak 

Republic was born 

may 1st 2004
Slovakia became part of 

the European Union

4,000 years ago
Stone Age

Slovakia joins the EU in 2004.

Slovak National Uprising 

There is strength and 
power in numbers. (1968)

Vocabulary
1 fortifications 

 [%fO;tIfI"keIS(@)nz] – hradby
2 mining ["maInIN] – ťažba, 

dolovanie
3 to invade [In"veId] - napadnúť
4 to conquer ["kQNk@] – dobyť 
5 to proclaim [pr@"kleIm] - 

vyhlásiť
6 to take part [teIk pA;t] – 

zúčastniť sa
7 resistance group [rI"zIst(@)ns 

gru;p] – opozícia, odbojová 
skupina

8 imprisonment 
 [Im"prIz(@)nm(@)nt] – väzenie, 
uväznenie

9 labor (labour) camp ["leIb@ 

k&mp] – pracovný tábor
10 restriction [rI"strIkS(@)n] - 

obmedzenie
11 censorship ["sens@SIp] – 

cenzúra
12 to demand [dI"mA;nd] – 

vyžadovať, požadovať 
13 dissident ["dIsId(@)nt] –  

nesúhlasiaci

glossary
The calm before the storm – (kľud pred 

búrkou) a period of peace before trouble starts
Final Solution – Nazi plan to kill all Jewish 

people

Language point•
The Warsaw Pact is the name commonly 
given to the treaty between albania, Bulgaria, 
czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, 
poland, Romania and the soviet union. It was 
signed in poland in 1955 and was officially 
called “the treaty of Friendship, co-operation 
and mutual assistance”.
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the Castle 
on the Rock 

Five Fun Facts about 
Edinburgh Castle

it’s very clear from the name – Edinburgh 
castle is a castle in Edinburgh. 

The interesting and mysterious stories told 
about this landmark over the years can give 

us a sense of its history. 

addRESS

CASTLEHILL, 
EDINBURGH EH1 2NG, 

SCOTLAND, UNITED  KINGDOM

Karen Cryer (UK)

The Kgb Changed the building 
There is a tiny window in the Great Hall above 
the fi replace. These types of windows are called 
“laird’s lugs” (lord’s ears) in Scotland. King James IV 
used this little window to listen to meetings and 
conversations in the hall. When Soviet president 
Mikhail Gorbachev was planning to visit the castle 
in 1984, he was suspicious of8 the “laird’s lug”, so 
the KGB asked to have it fi lled with bricks. Luckily, 
they have since removed the bricks and you can see 
the window if you visit today.

ghosts Roam the Castle
Edinburgh Castle is one of the most haunted 
places in Scotland – if you believe in ghosts, of 
course. The most famous story is that of the Lone 
Piper. About 300 years ago, people discovered 
tunnels under the castle. They sent a piper boy 
(a boy who played the bagpipes7) to fi nd out more 
about the tunnels. He played his bagpipes so that 
the people above could follow the sound. However, 
the music stopped suddenly. When they went to 
fi nd him, he had disappeared. People say that you 
can still hear his music today.

It Is More than Just a Castle
Over the years, Edinburgh Castle has been a royal 
residence, an army base2 and a prison. It is 
the most important castle in Scottish history and 
has survived many battles and sieges3. It has held 
many prisoners, the most famous of which were 
the 21 pirates of the Caribbean. They were captured 
for piracy and then hung4 as punishment. There are 
lots of dungeons5 in the castle, and prisoners were 
often locked up and forgotten there. You can visit 
some of the dungeons today as a tourist. Parts of 
the castle still act a military base, but no royalty lives 
there anymore. It has become Scotland’s top tourist 
attraction and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

It Sits on Top of a Volcano
Don’t worry, there is no danger of the volcano 
erupting; it is extinct1. The volcano is actually 
70 million years old. Nowadays it is called Castle 
Rock. People have lived on top of it for a very 
long time – for almost 3,000 years. Edinburgh 
Castle was built there in the 12th century because 
it was high above the surrounding area. People in 
the castle could see their enemies approaching and 
defend themselves. The city of Edinburgh grew 
around the castle, and if you visit today, you will 
still fi nd it standing right in the middle of the city. 

3 4

1 2

40 B1 enGlisH-sPeakinG coUntries 
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William Wallace led the scottish army against the English in the Battle 
of stirling (1297). the scottish army won and William Wallace is still 
admired today. He was played by mel Gibson in the fi lm Braveheart.

Vocabulary
1 extinct  [Ik"stINkt] – vyhasnutý
2 army base  ["A;mi beIs] – vojenská 

základňa
3 siege  [si;dZ] – obliehanie
4 to hang  [h&N] – obesiť
5 dungeon  ["dVndZ(@)n] – žalár
6 to roam  [r@Um] – potulovať sa
7 bagpipes  ["bagpaIps] – gajdy
8 suspicious of  [s@"spIS@s] – 

podozrievavý, nedôverčivý

9 destiny  ["destIni] – osud
10 fake  [feIk] – falošný
11 coronation  [kQr@"neIS(@)n] – 

korunovácia
12 to fi re  ["faI@] – vystreliť, vypáliť
13 armour  ["A;m@] – zbroj
14 art nouveau  ["nu;v@U] – secesia, 

secesné umenie
15 by volume  ["vQlju;m] – podľa 

objemu

Other Top Spots in Scotland
there is so much more to see 
in scotland. can you match 
these descriptions with their 
pictures and names?
Loch Ness
The Wallace• Monument
The Isle of Arran
Ben Nevis
The Glasgow School of Art

1 ___________________________ is a beautiful art nouveau14 

building, designed by scottish architect charles Rennie mackintosh 

in 1897. It is still used as an art school. In 2014 it was damaged by 

a fi re, but it is being restored.

2 ____________________ is the highest mountain in scotland 

at 1,346 metres above sea level. 

3 ___________________ is a tiny island off the coast of 

scotland. It has mountains, beaches, harbours and wildlife – just 

like the mainland.

4 ___________________ is a lake in the highlands of scotland. It 

is the largest lake by volume15 in the uK.

5 __________________________ is a tower on a hilltop near 

stirling. the purpose of the tower is to remember a scottish hero.

Solutions in TF and the next issue of Bridge

Must-Sees at the Castle

The One O’Clock Gun ritual 
began in 1886 as a time signal for 
nearby ships. These days the gun 
is fi red at one o’clock every day 
except Sundays, Christmas Day 
and Good Friday. The person 
who fi res the gun today has 
a nickname: Shannon the Cannon. 

The Great Hall is in the centre 
of the castle. It was built in 1511 
for James IV. It has a wooden 
ceiling, and the walls are covered 
with armour13 and weapons that 
were used in battles throughout 
the years.

Mon’s Meg is a cannon, made in 1449. 
It fi red12 stone cannon balls, which 
were three times the size of a human 
head. Each weighed 180 kilograms 
and could go for two miles. You can 
see Mon’s Meg at Edinburgh Castle, 
but you won’t see it being fi red. 

The Stone of Destiny Is There
England and Scotland have 
fought over the Stone of 
Destiny for over 700 years. 
It was a tradition to use 
the stone when a new king 
or queen was crowned. It is 
now at Edinburgh Castle, 
in the Crown Room, with 
the Crown Jewels. However, 
people say that it was replaced with a fake10 stone, and the real 
one is secretly hidden. The last time the stone was used was for 
the coronation11 of Queen Elizabeth II, in 1953.

5

culture Point

A

B
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D
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THE DOS AND 
DON’TS OF 
DOWNHILL 

SKIING
Katherine 

McWalters 
(USA)

Skiing is a popular hobby for many people around 
the world, and particularly for residents of Central Europe. 
And like most communities, skiers have their own set of 
unspoken rules. We asked one avid* skier to share some 
detailed advice on how to make the most of the season.

dOs 
Do break in* your ski boots. That means wearing them around 
the house before the fi rst day of the season. But make sure to stay on 
carpeted surfaces so you don’t ruin your fl oors. 

Do use equipment that is appropriate for your size and 
ability. There is nothing impressive* about a person who tells 
the rental shop that they are an expert‑level skier but in reality has 
only been skiing fi ve times. Using the right gear (= equipment) for 
your skill level can actually help you improve. 

Do stop, take breaks or regroup* on the side of the slope*. 
There is nothing worse than standing in the middle of the slope as 
people fl y by. Just be considerate*. 

Do “après-ski*”– have a drink and a chat with 
the crew (= group) after a good day on the slopes. This 
time‑honored* tradition is not to be missed. But do it early, so that 
you can get up the next day and do it all again.  

Do allow yourself plenty of time in the morning to fi nd 
parking, buy tickets, and double‑check your gear. That means not 
staying up super late the night before. 

dOn’Ts 
Don’t leave your boots in your car, van or bus 
overnight. When it’s time to hit the slopes in the morning, 
you will be in for a chilly surprise. 

Don’t just come home, eat something and pass 
out*. Dry your gear (boots, gloves, helmet, everything) 
after every use.

Don’t talk yourself up* or use skier lingo*. You may 
be a very good skier, but the best skiers are modest and 
speak like adults.  

Don’t start skiing with your friends without a plan. 
Decide which slope you will ski and where you will meet at 
the bottom before you start down the hill. 

Don’t wear cotton. That stuff is useless in cold weather. 

can you match the correct names with the pictures of gear 
you’ll need to go skiing?

1 poles

2 bindings

3 helmet

4 goggles

5 gloves

6 snowsuit

7 lift ticket

8 boots

TASK – Skiing checklist

glossary*
avid – very enthusiastic; likes sth a lot 

or does it often
to break (sth) in – to use something 

new until it becomes comfortable
impressive – makes people think 

highly or admire sth 
to regroup – to take a break and get 

ready to continue; to bring yourself 
back to a normal level 

slope – a hill where people go downhill 
skiing

considerate – thinking about others
après-ski – French for “after skiing”; 

refers to social activities after a day 
of skiing

time-honored – traditional; has been 
done for many years

to pass out – to fall asleep quickly and 
deeply

to talk sth up – to make sth seem 
better than it is; to brag

lingo – jargon; words only known by 
a specifi c group of people

you’ll need to go skiing?

bindings

Solutions in TF and the next issue of Bridge
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MInd 
BEndERS

How do we measure intelligence? steve Jobs, 
Bill Gates and mark Zuckerberg all famously 
left university without fi nishing. some of 
the greatest scientists were called crazy while 
they were alive. the idea that there are many 
different types of intelligence can 
be comforting to keep in mind 
while studying for your exams.  

PLAY
As You Like It

SHAKESPEARE’S  
CORNER
Auburn Scallon (usa)

“The fool* doth* think he is wise*, 
but the wise man knows himself to 

be a fool.”

Megan 
Leboeuf 
(USA)

Rocky the Hungry Squirrel
each autumn, grey squirrels 
bury caches1 of nuts to eat 
throughout the winter. 
Unfortunately, rocky can’t 
remember where his last 
cache is, and he’s getting 
hungry. spring is still a long 
way off. can you help him fi nd 
his food and survive2 until 
the snow is gone?
•	 there is a big rock directly 

north of the cache. 

•	 Being a squirrel, of course, 
when he made the map, 
Rocky had no idea which 
way was north*.

•	 the cache is in the shade3 
in the morning, but not in 
the afternoon.

•	 the cache is next to only 
three trees (including 
diagonals4). 

*Hint: You can turn your magazine to the side or upside down to fi nd which 
way is actually north.

V 1 cache  ["k&S] – skrýša, úkryt; 2 to survive  ["s@"vaIv] – prežiť; 
3 shade  [SeId] – tieň; 4 diagonal  ["daI"&g(@)n(@)l] – uhlopriečka

Guess the meaning:
a) Fools are actually smarter than wise men, 

but wise men don’t realize it.

b) Fools think they know everything, while wise 
men realize how little they know.

c) Wise men think they know everything , while 
fools realize how little they know.

Speaking in a Modern Context 
Many writers and thinkers have different ideas 
about intelligence. Which of the following 
quotes is most similar to Shakespeare’s? 
Which do you agree with most? 

Solutions in TF and the next issue of Bridge

?

?

?

?

Then work with a partner and use these ideas 
to create your own description of intelligence.

most intelligent people should be able to…
an intelligent person would never…

* fool – stupid person; doth – does; 
wise – clever and reasonable

The greatest scholars are not 
usually the wisest people.
Geoffrey Chaucer (poet)

I know that I am 
intelligent, because I know 
that I know nothing.
Socrates (philosopher)

Intelligence is 
the ability to adapt to 
change.
Stephen Hawking 
(scientist)

We all agree that 
pessimism is a mark of 
superior intellect.
John Kenneth Galbraith 
(economist)

The true sign of intelligence 
is not knowledge but 
imagination.
Albert Einstein (scientist)

A Frosty Joke
Use the clues to fi ll in the missing words. the highlighted 
letters spell out the answer to the joke.

1 a type of light you can carry around (pp. 34–35)

2 an event where a king or queen gets their crown (pp. 36–37)

3 something you wear to hide who you are (pp. 40–41)

4 In american English, it’s called “gas” (p. 48)

1

2

3

4

Q: What do you call 50 penguins at the North pole?

a: __ __ __ __ !

Use the clues to fi ll in the missing words. the highlighted 

an event where a king or queen gets their crown (pp. 36–37)

something you wear to hide who you are (pp. 40–41)
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Watch My Life
The simplest type of YouTube 
channel is probably a vlog – a video 
blog. You can choose just about any 
topic. Some of the most successful 
channels are: Vlogbrothers, which 
focuses on (= gives attention 
to) philosophy and politics; 

Good Mythical Morning, which 
makes funny videos about strange 
foods and surprising facts; and 
ConnorFranta, made by a young 
man who talks about his life to 
inspire people and make them 
laugh. Some people use special 
equipment and software to make 
their videos, but it’s possible to do it 
with nothing more than the camera 
on a smartphone or tablet. 

Watch Me Play
Some of the most successful 
YouTubers – like PewDiePie, 
the Yogscast, and TotalBiscuit – 
create “Let’s Play” videos. They 
record themselves playing 
a game, including their voice and 
sometimes even their face while 
they’re playing. Some players show 
off their skills and others share tips 
and tricks for success. Many simply 

entertain viewers with their funny 
personalities. This type of YouTubing 
requires lots of equipment, software, 
and skills. Aside from a gaming 
computer and the game you’re 
playing, you need recording and 
editing software, a microphone, 
and maybe 

a camera. The equipment can be 
expensive, and editing videos can 
take a lot of time, but it’s a lot of fun 
if you like gaming.

Watch and Learn
Lots of YouTube series are focused 
on education. Bethany Mota 
teaches people about fashion and 
makeup. CrashCourse covers lots 
of academic subjects, including 
history, science and literature. 
Extra Credits explores game 
design. Basically, if you are an 
expert on something, you can 
teach people about it with a video. 
Many of these channels also use 
expensive equipment, animation, 
and other tools, but it’s possible 
to start with just your phone. 
The most important thing is 
the information you’re sharing.
Megan Leboeuf (USA)

Becoming a Youtuber

get Internet 
Famous!
Have you ever wanted to have your own YouTube 
channel? These days, almost anyone can do it. Some 
people even make videos for a living and earn money 
from advertising, getting sponsored by big companies, or 
receiving money from subscribers. Here are some tips for 
starting out on YouTube.

  make sure your speech is clear. If someone doesn’t understand 
you, they’ll stop listening.

  after you make a video, watch it again and check for mistakes. 
It’s very easy to miss something the fi rst time. 

  set a schedule and stick to it. You don’t have to post videos 
every day, but if you post them on the same days every week, 
your audience will keep coming back. You should also be 
consistent with (= not changing) the length of your videos.

  If you have time, create subtitles. people who can’t listen 
to the sound or people who are learning your language will 
appreciate it (= be glad).

  Be patient, and don’t be disappointed if you don’t get a million 
subscribers. there are a lot of people making videos, and only so 
many people to watch them. making videos should be fun, even 
if not many people watch them.

VIdEO-MaKIng TIPS
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The Fab Four
Beatles music from Past to Present

Auburn Scallon (USA)

The beatles are arguably* the most 
famous band in history. I bet that 
every one of your classmates can 
name and maybe even sing at least 
one beatles song. Modern artists 
regularly cover* them, fans fl ock* 
to their hometown of Liverpool, and 
they have even inspired a Cirque de 
Soleil show in Las Vegas. It’s safe to 
say that these four English gentlemen 
were not just singers but an essential 
(= very important) part of pop culture 
around the world.

“If I Fell...”
The Beatles
While many incredible artists have covered 
the Beatles, nothing beats the sound of 
their original harmonies. John Lennon and 
Paul McCartney originally recorded this 
song by singing into the same microphone. 
This hypothetical love song from 1964 tells 
the story of one relationship ending and 
another possibly beginning.

“I Want to hold 
Your hand” 
T.V. Carpio

“Oh darling”
Sara Bareilles
This cover was 
performed 
as part of 
a series called Live from Abbey 
Road. One hundred twenty‑eight 
musicians gave interviews about 
the Beatles and recorded one of 
their songs, many at the same studio 
used by the Beatles themselves. 
This desperate love song was 
originally written and sung by Paul 
McCartney. 

“Revolution”
Imagine dragons
The American rock band gave “Revolution” 
a more folk and country sound when they 
performed at an anniversary tribute to 
the Beatles in 2014. Lead singer Dan Reynolds 
told MTV, “That was the most nervous 
any of us have ever been, because you’re 
performing a Beatles song in front of Paul 
and Ringo and that’s just so intimidating*.”

Positive Messages
the popularity of the Beatles can be seen 
around the world. some charities in the uK 
raise money on July 10th, which is the day 
the Beatles returned home from their us tour. 
americans often celebrate in February, when 
the Beatles fi rst appeared on us television 
on The Ed Sullivan Show. and Global Beatles 
Day on June 25th recognizes the Beatles’ 
positive messages on the day that the song 
“all You Need Is love” was fi rst broadcast.

 the Beatles – John lennon, paul 
mccartney, Ringo starr, and George 
Harrison – are often nicknamed 
The Fab Four, meaning the “fabulous 
(= fantastic) four”.

Chairman Mao was 
the leader of communist 
china from 1949–1976. 
He is known for strong 
military leadership and 
human rights abuses 
(= treating citizens badly).

culture Points

glossary*
arguably – possibly; many people believe this
to cover – to record a new version of a song
to fl ock – to come in great numbers

repetition – repeating sth, doing sth again and 
again

intimidating – making you feel frightened or not 
good enough

And that she will cry
When she learns we are two
If I fell in love with you

In 2007, director 
Julie Taymor released 
a movie musical told 
entirely through Beatles music called 
Across the Universe. The story ranges 
from young love and long‑distance 
relationships to the Vietnam War. This 
simple love song uses repetition* to 
express the character’s feelings.  

B1 MUsic 45

If you go carrying pictures of Chairman Mao•
You ain’t going to make it with anyone anyhow

I want to hold your ha-a-and
I want to hold your hand

Oh darling, if you leave me
I’ll never make it alone
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Do You kNoW 
tHE laNGuaGE 
oF lovE? Auburn 

Scallon 
(USA)

Valentine’s Day is all about love and relationships. There is 
a children’s song in the US that says “[someone] and [someone] sitting 
in a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G•. First comes love, then comes marriage, then 
comes baby in a baby carriage.” but this is defi nitely not the only 
possible order of events in today’s world. Relationships come in 
all diff erent shapes and sizes, and we need lots of vocabulary to 
describe the various stages and situations.

ThE bEGiNNiNG
the early stages of a relationship can be a mix 
of many emotions. It can be nerve-wracking1 to 
wonder if someone likes you or not, but those 
feelings can also be exciting.

1 to fancy (BrE) / 
to have a crush on (AmE)  

2 to chat up (BrE) / 
to hit on (AmE) 

3 to fl irt with

4 to ask (sb) out

5 to go out with

6 to fall/be in love with

7 to get back (together) 
with

A to start a relationship with someone 
again after ending it

B to smile, touch someone’s arm, or 
subtly2 show that you like them

C to develop strong romantic feelings 
for someone

D to fi nd someone attractive, to like 
someone romantically

E to use words to show that you like 
someone romantically

F to ask someone on a date3 or to 
start a relationship with you

G to be in a relationship and spend 
time together

ThE END  
Not every relationship lasts forever. But 
don’t worry, just because a relationship 
ends doesn’t mean it’s a failure4. It can hurt 
and there can be some hard feelings, but 
sometimes it’s actually a good thing not to 
stay in a situation that isn’t right for you.

8 to cheat on sb

9 to break up with/
split up with

10 to get over

11 to get back at

H to end a relationship

I to get revenge, to do something cruel 
because someone hurt you 

J to have a relationship with someone 
else when you are supposed to be in 
a monogamous relationship

K to stop having romantic feelings for 
someone

ThE oFFiciAl
You don’t have to register at any 
offi ces to date someone, but many 
long-term couples decide to make 
a legal commitment5 to their signifi cant 
other6 to show that they are serious. 
there are often formal steps required to 
start or end these types of relationships. 

12 to be single 

13 to get/be engaged

14 to get/be married

15 to get/be separated

16 to get/be divorced

17 to get/be remarried

L to become a husband or wife again

M to promise to marry someone in 
the future, often with a ring

N to spend time apart and think about 
ending your marriage

O to not be in a relationship

P to become a husband or wife

Q to offi cially end a marriage

Match the phrases in 
each category with 

the correct defi nitions.
TaSK

Solutions in TF and 
the next issue of Bridge
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A Complicated 
Love Story
R oss Geller had a crush on Rachel Green from the moment 

he saw her. But Rachel never considered going out with 
him because he was her best friend Monica’s brother. Ross tried 
fl irting with her, but he never actually hit on her because he was 
too nervous to make a move.  

After high school, Rachel lost touch with the Gellers. Ross 
got married to a woman named Carol and they had a baby named 
Ben. But Carol cheated on Ross with a woman named Susan so 
they got divorced. 

Years later, Rachel and Monica ran into each other at a coffee 
shop and became friends again. Rachel had been engaged to 
a dentist, but she decided not to get married at the last minute. 
When Ross saw her, he realized he had never gotten over her, but 
he was still too shy to ask her out. They became good friends, but 
during that time Ross continued to fall in love with her. Every 
time she broke up with a boyfriend he hoped that he’d have 
a chance, but their timing was terrible.

Ross tried going out with other people to get over Rachel. 
He even got remarried to a woman named Emily from England, 
but their wedding was a disaster. When he said his vows7, he 
accidentally8 said, “I take thee• Rachel...” instead of “I take thee 
Emily...”. They continued the ceremony, but they were separated 
soon after the wedding. 

Ross really wanted to make his marriage work so he tried to 
convince Emily that they should get back together. But Emily was 
still angry and jealous of Rachel. To get back at Ross, Emily told 
him to end his friendship with Rachel. Ross really didn’t want 
to get divorced again, but he was still in love with Rachel so he 
couldn’t cut her out of his life. 

It took years of bad timing, dating other people, and even 
having a baby together before Ross and Rachel fi nally got their 
happily ever after.

Vocabulary
1 nerve-wracking  [n3;v "r&kIN] – 

vysilujúce, ničivé
2 subtly  ["sVtli] – nenápadne, 

jemne
3 date  [deIt] – rande
4 failure  ["feIlj@] – zlyhanie, prehra
5 legal commitment  ["li;g(@)l 

k@"mItm(@)nt] – právny záväzok
6 signifi cant other  [sIg"nIfIk(@)nt] – 

proťajšok (partner)

7 vows  [vaUz] – (manželské) sľuby
8 accidentally  [&ksI"dent(@)li] – 

omylom

Language Points•
• You should pronounce 

K-I-S-S-I-N-G letter after letter, 
spelling it aloud.

• Thee is an old-fashioned word 
for “you”.

Do you know which famous american television series this story 
describes?

can you describe the relationships of any other characters on this show? 

If you don’t know the show, can you describe the relationship between 
characters from another television show, fairy tale, book or movie?

Discuss

? ?
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Fitzgerald’s most famous novel, The Great 
Gatsby, was published in 1925. It was 
a huge success and is said to be one of 
the greatest novels of the 20th century.

The story takes place in the summer 
of 1922. Nick Carraway has just moved 
from Chicago to work in New York as 
a stockbroker*. He rents a cottage in 
the fi ctional* village of West Egg. His cousin, 
Daisy Buchanan, lives with her husband 
Tom and young daughter in a large house 
in the neighboring village. Nick visits Daisy 
and is introduced to her friend, Jordan 
Baker. Jordan is a famous professional 
golfer, and she and Nick soon become 
romantically involved. Nick sees more and 
more of Daisy, her family and Jordan.

Nick’s neighbor in West Egg is 
a mysterious man, Jay Gatsby. 

There are huge parties 
every 

weekend at Gatsby’s house, but Gatsby 
never attends them. 

We discover that Gatsby is in love 
with Daisy and wants Nick to bring them 
together. Gatsby and Daisy had been lovers 
fi ve years ago, during the First World War, 
but the relationship ended when Gatsby 
was sent to France. While Gatsby was gone, 
Daisy married Tom Buchanan. Gatsby was 
poor, Tom was extremely rich, and Daisy 
didn’t know if she’d ever see Gatsby again. 

After the war, Gatsby did everything 
he could to get rich. Most of his money 
came from selling alcohol. This was during 
the days of prohibition, when alcohol was 
illegal in the US. He hoped that by being rich 
he could impress* Daisy and win her back.

During his marriage, Tom has had many 
affairs*. At the time of our comic, he is 
cheating on Daisy with Myrtle Wilson, 

the beautiful wife of George 
Wilson, who owns a gas 
station nearby. 

With Nick’s help, Gatsby 
manages to meet Daisy, and she 
falls in love with him again. She 

promises to leave Tom and marry Gatsby. Tom 
suspects* that something is going on between 
his wife and Gatsby and wants to stop it.

On one very hot day, Nick, Gatsby, Tom, 
Daisy and Jordan decide to visit New York 
City. Tom borrows Gatsby’s yellow Rolls 
Royce for the journey there and stops at 
Wilson’s gas station to buy some gas. Myrtle 
looks down from the window and sees Tom 
in the big yellow car. This sets things in 
motion* for the tragic end to the novel.
Patrick Phillips (USA)

F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896–1940) was an icon of the 1920s. He was 
handsome, charming and above all, talented. Unfortunately, Fitzgerald’s 
lifestyle was not a healthy one. He was an alcoholic and had heart 
problems later in life. He died, aged 44, of a heart attack. During his 
lifetime, Fitzgerald published four novels and many short stories. 

In 2013, The Great Gatsby was made into a fi lm 
starring Leonardo DiCaprio as Gatsby, Tobey 
Maguire as Nick and Carey Mulligan as Daisy. 
The fi lm won two Academy Awards.

glossary*
stockbroker – a person that buys and sells stocks 

(cenné papiere)
fi ctional – not real; existing only in a story
to impress – to make sb think highly of you
affair – a secret romantic relationship while you are 

married

to suspect – to believe sth is true, without knowing for 
sure

to set things in motion – to start a series of events that 
leads to sth

brE x AmE
neighbour (BrE) x neighbor (AmE)
petrol (BrE) x gas (AmE)

Language Note
In the book (and our comic), Gatsby calls 
both Nick and tom “old sport” for two 
reasons. “Old sport” is an informal term 
used among friends, and Gatsby wants to 
show that he is part of the group. It is also 
a phrase used more often by rich people 
than poor. Gatsby wants to show that he 
is not the poor man he used to be. When 
tom uses it towards Gatsby, he is being 
sarcastic, showing that they are not friends 
and that he doesn’t respect Gatsby. 

LOVE, 
MONEY 
AND 
SECRETS 
tHE GrEat GatSBY

“the world only exists in your 
eyes. You can make it as big or 

as small as you want to.” 
F. Scott Fitzgerald
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irritable – podráždený; that settles it – tým je to vyriešené; immoral – nemorálny

51
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Vocabulary
1 slush – čľapkanica
2 solid – tvrdý
3 hard-packed – stlačený
4 dash of assorted debris – 

trochu rôznych odpadkov

5 sculpt into sphere – vytvarujte guľu
6 serve at high velocity – servírujte 

vysokou rýchlosťou
7 dumb – hlúpy
8 eyeball – očná buľva
9 to knock out – vyraziť

10 gosh – sakra, kruci

11 socket – očná jamka
12 to roll – odkotúľať sa

Language Notes
gotcha – I got you
poop head – an offensive term for sb 

who annoyed you


